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From the Editor'sDesk . . .
Do you agree or disagree that RTSD publications should include
more practical information? Of the 544 personswho respondedto this
hlp
query in the Planning and Research Committee's recent membershi
ed.
suryey, 58.3 percent agreed. Even before the results were reported,
however, and even before we knew that April had been designated
School Lrbrary Medra Month, we were planning to include in this issue
of Z.RZSseveral papers on technical services in the small library, dehned
for this purpose as one with a collection no larger than 150,000 titles.
We tried out the idea on a technical services librarian with some ten
years' experience in small school and public libraries in lllinoisLizbeth Bishoff, the 1984 Piercy Award winner. She was enthusiastic
and, to the editor's delight, agreed to serve as guest editor for this issue.
She was also willing to prepare a paper on management and to suggest
other authors knowledgeable about technical services and small libraries. They have contributed papers on the facets of technical services
we thought most likely to interest librarians in small systems: the collection development and bibliographic control of books, magazines, and
nonprint materials; preservation; and automation.
Four papers of interest to a wider audience complete the issue. Complementing the article on automation is one on network and vendor authority control, deemed worthy of publication by several participants at
the RTSD authorities institutes. The results cf the three studies reported
here suggest future directions for the development of area studies classification, specialized subject heading lists, and the cataloging of conference publications.
With many thanks to the authors, we present this issue in the hope
that LRTS readers will find these papers interesting, informative
and . . practical.-Elizabeth L. Tate.
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MonogingTechnicolServices
in the Smoll Librory
Liz Bishoff

lished.

,ruol oNE DISCUSsnsthe Anglo-American cataloging code or the
W
MARC format or Library of Congress subject headings with a librarian

losophy that all libraries, regardless of size or types of materials ac-

sired degree of accessto the collection. Does the collection contain materials thai are diffrcult to browse, such as films or sound recordings? Is the
Liz Bishoff is Principal Librarian for Support Services,PasadenaPublic Library, Pasadena, California.
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collection principally composed of rare books, where greater access to
the content of the item is desired without the necessity of handling the
item? Is the library designed to be self-service, as many public library
branches are, or is it a closed stack collection requiring staffretrieval of
materials? These characteristics, as well as the users' requirements,
should dictate the role of the technical services department, rather than
t h e s i z eo f t h e o r g a n i z a t i o n .
To best manage the technical services department, the library administration, department manager, technical services staff, and other staff
must seethat the functions and tasks of the technical services department
are designed to meet the goals of the library. Rarely, however, does one
find a technical services librarian discussing the goals of the organiza'
tion; rather they discussthe tools that are useCto accomplish the goals. It
is from the approach of determining organizational goals that I will address the issue of the management of technical services.
DETERMINING ORGANIZATIONAL GOET,S
AlanJeffreys, in a paper presented at the Library Association seminar
on current practices in cataloging and classification in 7976, began by
saying "A manager's first job is to defrne his objectives and then to set
about achieving those objectives with the resources available."' The
technical services manager must do exactly that. Jeffreys goes on to
question, "But what are a librarian's objectives?"' For that question to
be answered, each technical services department must look to its own
mission statement or goals, for there is no textbook answer, no standard
program that can be followed, no model to be used. Each library must
establish its own goals or mission, and in turn the technical services department can establish its goals. The goals of the special company library with a mission of meeting the information and research needs of
the research and sales staff are not likely to be the same as the goal of a
school library, that of supporting the academic curriculum. Both libraries may have the same level of staff and the same-sized collection,
but they have very different users with very different needs. The identihcation of these needs is the hrst step in establishing objectives for the department.
Tools, such as the Public Library Association's A Planning ProcessJor
Public Libraries,' can assist library management in establishing organization goals. But since for this article established library goals are assumed, let it suffice to say that the technical services librarian should
look to the goals of the organization as a whole in developing the goals of
the department. Developin.g-departmentgoals is a critical process. It requires many managerial skills, particularly those of communication and
interpersonal relations, as stafffrom the technical services and other departments and the users should be included in the process. Drawing
from the knowledge and viewpoints of this varied group will result in
goals that meet the needs of the entire organization and its users, and will
also result in support for the actions that follow.
From the mission statement or goals of the organization, the technical
services manager and staff will be able to design the technical services
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program. If one is reviewing the organization of an existing department
or establishing a new department, one of the first steps should be a task
analysis. What are the current tasks and responsibilities of the department? What staff are assigned to what task? Who has responsibility for
what project? Is the cataloger interacting with the public service stafff
Who is assigned to search the bibliographic utility for cataloging copy? Is
the individual responsible for binding and preservation meeting with the
collection development stafl? Who is responsible for original cataloging?
All these questions and more can be answered in a task analysis. Each
individual in the department should complete ajob analysis sheet detailing the tasks that are done daily, weekly, monthly, and irregularly. The
analysis should include the tools that individual uses and indicate the
staff with whom the individual interacts on both a formal and an informal basis. Lastly the job analysis can indicate the experience and education necessary to perform.the job. This type of periodic analysis of department activities in conjunction with an evaluation of organizational
goals and objectives will assure accomplishment of the job. One helpful
by-product can be a flowchart of department activities detailing the acquisition, cataloging, and processing functions.
PnOvrorNC ACCESSTO THE COLLECTION
What is the responsibility of the technical services department in a
small library? The highest priority should be the organization of library
materials to provide maximum accessto the collection by staff and patrons. The processes include the bibliographic description of an item,
the determination of accesspoints, both name and subject, and the assignment of classifrcation numbers for the materials. To accommodate
the variety of needs of different organizations, the major tools have been
designed to provide flexibility. The national standard for the bibliographic description of materials, AACR2, was written to be usable by a
variety oflibraries. "These rules are designed for use in the construction
'
of catalogues and other lists in general libraries of all sizes. " This flexibility is evident in the provision of three levels of descriptions.'The first
level, a brief description including author, title, edition statement, publisher's name and date of publication, a brief physical description and
standard numbers, was intended for use by libraries requiring minimum cataloging; however, it is not the level that must be selected by the
small library: in many casesthe third, and most detailed, level must be
used to meet the needs of the library. For example, a rock music library
specializing in Beatle memorabilia will want detailed descriptions of the
various materials in the collection. Lengthy notes describing the various
markings on a particular item will allow the Beatle afrcionado to determine if this scarce item is indeed what he or she is searching for. The
same case can be made for the school library that has an in-depth collection of film material or realia that gets heavy use by students and faculty.
The only way a library can justify the degree of cataloging, and its associated cost, is by the accessthat the users' information needs require. If
the small library finds AACR-2 too complex for its needs, Thi Concise
'
AAC R2 should be considered . Written bv Michael Gorman . coeditor of
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AACR2, The Concise
AACR2 allows the library to follow the national standards for accesspoints, but simplifies the descriptive details. Rules for
the accesspoints and forms of headings parallel those of AACR2.
As with cataloging, classification can also be tailored to meet the needs
of a special clientele. Small libraries can use the abridged edition of the
Dewey Decimal classification schedules if they have a general collection
covering the entire range of knowledge. However, the small but specialized library with materials concentrated in a narrow area rnay find it
necessary to use unabridged numbers and standard subdivisioni and tables to provide the hierarchical arrangement required by the specialized
collection. Other small libraries find it necessary to borrow from the Library of Congress classification scheme or use more specialized classifrcation schemes. The characteristics of the materials and the patrons'
needs should dictate the level of classification, rather than the space
available on the spine.
DnCrorNc ABoUT THE
BIBLIOGRAPHIc UTILITIES

A variety of options exists today for the small library wishing to use
one of the utilities. The library can purchase or lease a dedicated termi-
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tional charge for offline products such as catalog cards or magnetic tape.
Additionally the library can participate in the interlibrary loan subsystems that are part of these utilities and enhance the resource-sharing capabilities of all libraries. In addition to cataloging and interlibrary loan,
OCLC offers two subsystems, serials control and union listing and acquisition. For many small special libraries, where the monographic collections are small but the periodical collections are large, serials control
may be a plus. This past year OCLC introduced a new terminal, the
M-300 workstation, an IBM-PC microcomputer modified by OCLC to
include the ALA character set and specialOCLC accessprotocol. In addition to using the terminal either in dial accessor as a dedicated terminal, the M-300 can serve as a microcomputer to search online reference
databases or to perform word processing, spreadsheet, or other office automation functions. The small library, which previously considered
OCLC too costly due to the limited use of the terminal, will now be able
to use the microcomputer-based workstation for multiple purposes. It is
this type of cost-benefit analysis that must be involved in decision maki n g f o r t e c h n i c a ls e r v i c e s .
Another option for participating in a bibliographic utility is through a
cooperative. Numerous informal cooperatives have been established for
the sole purpose of sharing an OCLC terminal. As early as 1978, five
corporate libraries located in the Sears Tower in Chicago shared a portable printer terminal for dial-accessOCLC cataloging." As previously
mentioned, when the Illinois Valley Library System undertook a threeyear project in 1980 to demonstrate use of OCLC, many of the smallest
libraries shared terminals. In California small libraries within a similar
geographic area are forming clusters, their primary goal being resourcesharing using OCLC. " Cooperative ventures of this type require flexibility on the part of the participants, a willingness to work out scheduling
problems, and support from the network. The benehts of resource sharing and cost-effective cataloging frequently override these drawbacks.
As microcomputers move into the libraries, more and more of the routine clerical functions can be automated. Small libraries are no longer
precluded from the automation market because the more powerful microcomputers with their ever-increasing storage capabilities and decreasing costs can meet their needs. Many special libraries are reporting
the development of in-house systems for serials control, acquisition,
card production, and online catalogs.

HusseNorNcTHERrsouncns
Marnnter.s
A technical services function frequently overlooked by the small library is preservation. The library's mission may not call for the development of a collection with special preservation needs. However, many
school, public, and speciallibraries have collectionsthat are unique. For
the public library, it may be a local history collection; for the special library, it may be a collection of research reports. The technical services
manager must identify those unique materials and establish standards
and procedures that will assure their continued existence while providing accessfor users. These procedures should be devised in consultation
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with the reference staff, and the entire range of options for ensuring
availability should be considered, including photocopying, microfilm:
ing and, in the near future, laser disk storage.
Srepr

CoNcr,usrox

erence files, periodicals lists, and lists oflocal offrcials, clubs, and organizations. Unlike their print ancestors, these online databases,with their
multiple accesspoints, free text searching, and nearly limitless storage
capability, are posing new problems to reference librarians unfamiliir
with the organization of information for retrieval. Authority control,
consistency in forms of headings, and standards of data entry are concerns in the functioning of information databases. Creation of thesauri
and the establishment of standards are necessary for the effective retrieval of information in these local databases. The technical services librarian possessesthe skills and knowledge to organize this information,
making participation by the technical services department necessary for
the successful implementation of these new programs. Realization of
this role can come only through active participation in the library's goalsetting process.
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TronsitionqlTechnology
ond the Smoll Librory
Jerry Pennington
As thesmall librarytbeginsthetransition into the tuenltJirst centurlt, it must eualuatecollectiondeuelopment
plans and procedures.The catalogshould beexamined
in terms of collectioncontrol. Machine databasesshould be builtJorJuture online
catglogsthat will improueaccessto collections.The small librar2 must becomeinuoluedin researchto improae the bibliographic control oJ monographs.
A

*. AppRoAcH THE TwENTv-FTRST
A.
cENTURy. librarians in small libraries can expect change. Will services change? Will delivery of services change? Will technical services librarians be replaced with clerks
using terminals to large-scale computers? Will the small library exist?
Perhaps as the world becomes smaller through improved communication, the new world might center around the grandthild of the small library. Whatever the future, we can begin thiJ transition to the twentyfirst century with understanding of library users and technology for
improved collection development and bibliographic control.
THE BooK AND THE
TECHNICAL SERVICES LIBRARIAN
- Considering the prophecy of the 1970s of the demise of the printed
book with its replacement by technology and the substitution of the computer for skilled technical services librarians, it is interesting that articles
a decade later should deal with collection development and bibliographic
control of monographs by humans.
The printed book is not a resource humankind will reject lightly. Likewise the technical services specialist has not been replaced by the automation of technical processes. Quite the contrary; few specialities have
enjoyed a more chalienging, exiiting, and..*.iding
atmosphere than
th-e community of technical services librarians during the pist decade.
Maurice Freedman relates to the future of the technical pr-ofessionalin
his statement, "The computer will enhance the professional's performance by creating options totally unavailable with manual hles.
PnrNcrpr,rs
Traditionally,

oF CoLLEcTIoN

DEVELoPMENT

most philosophies of collection development agree on

Jerry Pennington is the Director of the Appleton Public Library, Appleton, Wisconsin.
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users according to anticipated need and to increase use of the library by
those now using it. One is a passive approach; let those who come' come;
the library will have a collection to ierve them. The other is an active
approach; buy through the whole range ofsubjects in order to enhance
the interest ofusers, present and future.
practical problems have forestalled a satisfacIn addition, so-.'u.ty
tory resolution of these questions foimost librarians. If the library is-limited in funds, as are most small libraries, the librarian may well have
cause to hesitate before attempting to build a well-rounded collection at
the expense of not meeting p.ese.t1 demand. If book "A" is p,urchased
becauie it has intrinsic wbith, expounds its subject brilliantly, is the
product of a highly authoritative writer, but does not representa present
ieading interest in the community, then some book "B" which is of in-

to a superior book that will not.
In Euilding Library Collections,we are reminded of Cutter's observations on this subject.
While the judgments of the past are being calledto bear witness,let the following wordsbf C-harlesCutter-who alsosummarizedthis problem in his colorful
and effective rhetoric-be introduced as evidence: When you have a perfect
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bility ollimitingone's^choic.e
to a"nyonedegreeof good,lestit shouldbe too high
lor someand too low for others.'
Two libraries of similar size and environment can be two very different institutions, reflecting choices of selection and services. As we approach the twenty-first century, what seemsmost essentialis that libraiians acknowledge these variations and clearly implement a service point
OI VICW.

THN COTT,ECTION DTVTT,OPUENT PROCESS
The collection development process should be a collective process using the^expertiseof as.many individuals as possible. In the small library
all professional librarians and some parapiofessional employees would
rse expertise from neighboring instiection in a local public library to inng universities, e.g., the Spanishrblic library may be selected by an
nt of a neighboring college. This pro-

coordination in theacquisition :ii['.[1tJ :H::,?i:;::;i .ffi :1T:

".
library.
Most important to-a process that uses a wide variety of serectorsis a
method of allocating funds, accounting, and evaluations of the selection
Lldinclude the immediate supervisor
and the coordinator of collection deLcha position. An evaluation should
existing collection in the area to be
e of that area, some perception of the
r budget allocations, and selection
tools. As simple as this may seem, few se"lectorsare evaluated with regard to process.
COLLEcTIoN STUDIES
The Subcommittee on Use and User Studies, Collection Manage: of RTSD has prepared a Guideto
JserStudies.This guide is printed in
October/December 1983 issue, and
ology for use and user studies.'
re usrng varying methodology to determrne use patterns and to anticipate growth. william Katz has divided
evaluation into two parts: evalu;ting the collection quantatively and
evaluating the collection accordins to the needs of libiarv ,r..r.' Th"
RTSD Guide to collection Eualuatioi through (Jseand (JserStia;es summarizes approachesthat can be used for thesetwo parts of evaluation. carolyn Moore, in an article published in theJanuarylMarch l9B2 issue of
Librarl Resources
€d rechnical seruices,sho*J cetail-ed application of a collec_tio.nprof,rle study for the small public library.'
.It.is possible that collection studies have not been used extensively
within the community of small libraries. we can learn from studies completed by larger libraries. Ifa collection is unable to produce necessarv
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with data gathering but usually requires professional decisions in the inand combining ofstatistical ireas. Some skill with the use of
terpretati;
experti;e outside the library is usually available. Fiis
helpful;
statistics
nally, adequate staff time is required to collect, arrange' and interpret
data.

prohles if a number of people are involved.
THE CATALOG IN THE SMALL LIBRARY

.
o
o
o
The

or more collections
Indexes to the records in the database
Authority control linking related headings
Methods of display of records
Ease of use
online catalog in the small library should, in my opinion, provide
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two additional types of information:
o Holdings information linking circulation information and bibliographic data
o In-process data about acquisitions on order or being prepared for
use
Each small library can best prepare for the twenty-first century by
providing the foundation for u'rt.orrg machine-readable database. Ail
future automation depends upon this step. One point seems clear in the

number. Commercially produced software offers varying accesspoints
for files contained in their systems. One should bargain foi more indexes
than are available in the traditional card file. A li6rary should seek file

entry is among the most traditional and important tasks of any catalog.
Russe-ll Gardiner refers to "authority work" as the "killer in catalogirg."'If one can be objective it might'be observed that we have not bee"n

Ease of use and manner of display are characteristics of any online
catalog that require careful study. Ideally the system should be able to
provide display of full bibliographic records in formats familiar to the
user and in formats useful to the technical services staff for their work,
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copies exist in more than one library of a particular university or library
svitem. Librarv staff receives assistance whenever information is availubl. f.o- the online catalog that a particular item is presently in circulation. In addition, both users and staff are aided in their work whenever
in-process information is available from the online catalog concerning
books on order and in process.
AUTOITEIND CIRCULATION CONTROL
Few library functions affect the library user as closely as circulation
control. Yet, because of the volume of activity, few functions are as clerical and leave as little time for emphasizing service. Automated circulation control systems not only facilitate improved service and access to
materials, but also serve as a vaTuable tool in collection use and user
studies.
It is important, however, that the automated circulatio! system be integrated into the strong bibliographic database on which the online catalog is constructed. The maintenance of this database should be the responsibility of the technical services staff.

RnsrencH

vide increased accessto collections.
AccouNreBILrrY
Accountability requires that each service be performed within an established time period, with a stipulated use of resources and in accordance with certain performance standards. Information should be available for outside revlew and clear and complete records are essential. It is
amazingthat the library director who is very firm in the matter of vendor
contracts can be noncommittal about the quality of service offered by his
or her library or that the employee who is most vocal about participation
in decision making can be so vague about the reasons for deteriorating
-perlormance.
In discharging its responsibility for accountability, the technical services department will need to refrne its techniques for measurement to
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Seriolsln the Smoll Public
Librory:Not Out of Control
a

Roberf E. Boyer
deaelopment
Practicalprocedures
adopted
bysmallpubliclibrariesforthecollection
to thelocalcommunitland
and bibtiigraphiccontrolof serialsmustberesponsiae
to keeptheserialsfromgettingout.ofcontrol.
ontyassophiiticated
as is necessaryt
Ristrictionsof small stafJsand budgetsmust not impedepotentialJor future
oJseruce.
growth,adherence
to standards,and d.eliuerlt

Snlrcrrox
All discussions of collection development boil down to one basic con-

available funds.
Robert E Boyer is AssociateDirector of the Arlington Public Library System,
Arlington, Texas.
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The most important of these factors is the local public school and its
own library resources. These resources will determine the needs that students will bring and the choice of magazines and reference books that
will be required to meet them. For example, if the school keeps microform back frles of magazines indexed in the Reader'sGuide, or ifthere is a

must be paid to collecting titles which are well indexed, and to deciding
how to retain back hles. Space limitations may dictate microform only.
In either case,the local perception ofthe roles ofthe school and the public library are very important, and cooperative planning between the
two lnstrtutlons ls necessary.
The second most important factor is the potential for growth. This potential may be affected by proximity to a large metropolitan arealby expanding local industry, or any number of other factors, such as location
i n t h e S u n b e l t ; b u t t h e l o n g - r a n g ep l a n s f o r a g r o w i n g c o m m u n i t y m a y
have a tremendous impact on choices of the number and types of serials
to be collected and the level of bibliographic control necessary from the

converslon.

most effectively. It is helpful to separate the periodical subscriptions
from the other continuations and regularly updated replacements which
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are used more like "books" than "magazines and newspapers." Then
one portion of the budget for periodicals and another for continuations
does not look as frightening as a combined line item for all serials in the
broadest sense. Magrill and Hickey def,rneas "pseudo serials" these hybrid works which include successiveeditions of reference works, directories, and biographical lists of the "who's who" type. They explain,
"Ary publication that appears in separate parts or editions, under a
consistent title , and continues for more than one or two years is likely to
be handled as if it were a serial, even though it does not fully match the
technical definition."' Sometimes financial procedures of the parent
body do not allow the public library to commit itself to purchase books in
a true monographic series if they are released over a period of time
longer than one frscal year. The selector either must order the books as
separate monographs or must wait until a future date when all titles in
the serieshave become available. Frequently the items are cataloged and
circulated as separate pieces anyway. For budget allocation purposes,
the serial aspect of these items seemsto fade aw?.f; and they become individual monographs high on the "want list. " Nevertheless, the librarian
must keep track of both the pseudo serials and the true series items while
performing the delicate balancing act of applying the limited amount of
funds available to all the titles desired and needed.
All of these factors of community and institutional analysis contribute
to the selection policy and the acquisition plan, both of which should be
written down. The decision to acquire a serial title is an important one
because the library is committing itself to purchase the title into the future. There have been several examples of sharing this decision through
direct patron involvement in the serials selection process, such as the
procedures at Columbus, Ohio, in which sample copies of titles under
consideration are put out for patron evaluation.. Most publishers will
send an examination copy of their magazines upon request. At Tucson,
Arizona" and at Baltimore County, Maryland,"heavy weight is given to
patron requests. The procedures in the small community library may
not be as formal as this, but the principles are the same. Regular interchange with patrons will reveal user needs and specific titles of rnagazines, pseudo serials, and monographs in serieswhich do or do not meet
their needs. An adventuresome spirit is required for looking beyond the
standard periodical indexes and catalogs for titles not indexed but still
representative of the cultural, business, or historical flavor of the local
regron.

AcqursrTroN
Acquisition of serialsis complex enough to require some outside help.
Magazine subscription agents can handle the majority of the public library's periodical subscriptions. The advantages for any library are consolidated billing and combined correspondence. Most governing bodies
will quickly agree to the sensibility of using an agent if it means fewer
invoices and vouchers. However, the librarian must assume that any
agent will make a few mistakes. Rather than choosing automatic renewals, it is better for the public library to insist that the agent provide
an annual printout or list to be authorized by the librarian before the
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actual renewals are placed. Since some subscriptions are noncancelable,
errors on the list must be detected prior to placement and before small

year. In spite of these sources, there will always be some problem titles
which must be ordered directly from the publisher. Some indexes, reference sets, and journals (such as those which come as part of a membership) cannot be ordered through any agent orjobber. The library has no
choice but to keep up with the renewals as best it can through tickler f,rles,
calendars, or checklists.

One final source, government publications, should not be forgotten.
The Government Printing Office has launched an aggressive salespolicy
which makes acquiring government publications simple and conven-

cal Abstract of the United States,United StatesGoLernmentManual, or the CongressionalDirectorl by writing the Superintendent of Documents, IJ.S.
Government Printing Offrce, Washington , DC 20+02 for order forms,
price lists, and details about establishing a deposit account. This infor-

Consumer Affairs, and the Department of the Interior's (J.5. Gouernment
Oil and GasLotterl, which is updated approximately everv two years. Another approach is to write an individual agency and ask for a checklist of
free and ipexpensive materials. An example of such a list is the free an-
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nual Gas Mileage Guide: EPA Fuel Economl Estimates, which can be requested from the Environmental Protection Agency, 401 M Street, SW,
Washington, DC 20460. Once a library is placed on an agency's mailing
list, it will receive an annual renewal request card for remaining on the
list. Both the free materials and the priced items can add greatly to the
library's resources of helpful and current information.
BIBLIoGRAPHIC CONTROL
The bibliographic records for serials collected by small public libraries
may not need to be as detailed as for some other types or sizes, but the
control of receipt must be carefully monitored. Berman believes that the
cataloging needs in public libraries are unique because public library
collections are current, user-responsive, quickly changing, and gener' 'now' ' cataloging.' Should serials be included in the card
ally entitled to
catalog? Perhaps the different categories of serials require different degrees of bibliographic control. Unless the Reader'sGuide is very close to
the main catalog, magazines should probably not be included there, but
a general sign should direct patrons to the magazine area. Il'drawer
space and staff time permit, directional seereferences may be filed under
the magazine titles to point the user to the periodicals area. (Would -anyone liki to propose a General Material Designation [Magazine] for
small public libraries?) Generally a small public library will choose instead to indicate the basic rnagazine holdings through typed lists or separate card files placed near the periodical indexes, or by means of marks
on the contents pages of the Reader'sGuide. For a very small library, a
workable cataloging record can be extracted frorn Ulrich's International
PeriodicalsDirectorytand typed onto cards. Suggested LC subject headings
and the ISSN are provided there. Larger libraries will have their usual
sources and union lists to consult if more standard and detailed cataloging is desired. It is ironic but true that a very small library which has to
get the most use from limited materials will have the most to gain from a
very liberal policy of making numerous subject entries for magazines.
Larger libraries which accumulate back files of periodicals generally
need more detailed descriptive cataloging records than the smaller ones.
However, according to Randall, "If a library does not permanently retain periodicals, there is no need to catalog them, so long as this use poses
no problems for the users and the staff. Usually, libraries that do not
ret;in their periodicals permanently do not have iarge collections of serials, so there are no problems of accessor retrieval."" Classihcation is
also unnecessary, since practically no small library would need to place
the magazines in any arrangement other than alphabetical. If the current issuesare displayed in plastic binders, it is wise to mark the back
with the title on a small piece of tape so that if the item is removed from
the binder, the librarian will not have to spend time guessing which magazine it was.
Newspapers create an unusual bibliographic control problem because
their greatest value is in the last few issuesheld. Their next greatest value
is the historic worth of the oldest issuesheld. If older issuesare retained
at all, they are usually on microfilm, with all the cataloging problems
characteristicof that medium. For current newspapers,patrons need ac-
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curate holdings records more than detailed descriptive cataloging. The
receipt records should be presented in such a way that the patrons can
determine for themselves which issues are on hand and if anissue never

patrons and staff, the nearest locations where the newspaper may be
purchased.
Should the rest of the serials and pseudo serials be included in the card
catalog? Yes, of course. Reference books appearing serially should be
cataloged as open entries in the main catalog. Often the newest volume
of an annual is placed in the reference collection and the earlier volumes
are moved to the circulating collection. Notes to this effect should be on
the catalog cards and also o-n "dummies" in the stacks next to the older

a very small collection, on ruled pages of loose-leaf notebook paper. If
cards are used, notes should be written on the face only, as writing on the
back is easily forgotten and overlooked. Any price information sh-ouldbe
recorded in pencil, for it is sure to change. The serial check-in record
should not be hidden in a back room, but rather placed at the public service desk for easy consultation. In a small library the daily rnagazine
check-in will probably be performed at the service desk anyway. ln theory, receipt records for all serials should be kept together, but depending
on the size of the staff and the floor plan for work flow, an argument can
be made for separating the files for the rnagazines from the files for the
other serials. The pseudo serials, including directories, indexes, and reference sets published in parts, are handled more like monographs than
periodicals as they move through technical processing. Frequently they
are given copy or accessionnumbers and added to the shelf list like monographs, as well as being recorded among the serial receipts. As with
magazines, the receipt record is both an acquisitions file for claims and
renewals and a catalog frle for holdings information needed in the public
area.If a nonpublic area is used for unpacking shipments of new library
materials, it may be helpful to keep the receipt cards for pseudo serials in
transportable binders or trays which can be taken to the unpacking area
as needed.
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The check-in record can contain gems of extra timesaving information for bibliographic control, such as the exact form of entry, the call

preparation such as accessioning, labeling, and shelf listing. After receipt of the issue has been recorded, a simple hand-penciled spine number and the ownership stamp are all that are required before releasing
the item for patron use. The record of receipt is the logical place to capture the latest price changes and to begin the whole budgeting and selecti n g p r o c e s sa l l o v e r a g a i n .
The future of serials control in small public libraries is certain to involve more standardization, more sharing of cataloging and holdings
data, and more application of data processingtechniques. The virtues of
the old manual check-in system, however, have been lauded by Paul as
being instantaneous) flexible, and not subject to erasure from a dip in
the electric current. "' No doubt the automated online serialssystemsare
improving, and soon there will be affordable systems, for all sizes of Iibraries, which will prove as reliable as the manual systems and which

Iibrary collections are all about.
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nal labor and expertise, and at the same time minimize costs.
Preliminary to discussion of serials issues, it is essentialto define the
term 'serial'; as defined in AACR2, it is
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Corr-ncrroN DEVELOPMENT
Collection development focuseson two primary questions:
1. how to identify the universe of serialswhich pertains to the curriculum and areas of subject specialty, and
2. how to selectfrom thit universe the subset that can best satisfy demands placed on the library and fit within the alloted budget'
First, the ldentification phase of collection development utilizes
bibliographical finding tools, listings of which are readily found in the
literatlre^.' " Further,lt is useful to pay close attention to publications
which are frequently cited or discussedin serials (as well as other document forms) already received by the library. To go beyond the limitations of bibliographic materials, it is essentialto go to the students, facusing the library to identify specialty publications
ulty, and ....i.ch..r
which may be very new, or outside the mainstream of publishing. It is
important to find out what the departments are subscribing to, what individual subscriptions are held bylhe library's users, and generally what
is being recommended by influential members of the library's client
base. Often, a single dynamic individual in a department has an enormous influence upbn what is read by a large number of the library's Ylers. It seems essentialthat particular departmental philosophies (or biases)be recognized and to some extent incorporated into the library's
collection development policies.
After the identihcation phase, the selection phase of collection development requires a new set of criteria. At this stage a formal, written collection development policy is essential. This document must recogilze
the utility of applying criteria flexibly. For instance, at the Philadelphia
College of Aif Library, inclusion by Art Index or ARTbibliogralhles
MODERIV would weigh very favorably in an evaluation of a journal for
acquisition, while indexing is less important for more immediate materiai such as newsletters, which may be of great utility for only a short
period of time. A similar casecan be made for English-language publicaiions. When these serials are highly pictorial, however, we would not
rule out a non-English publication.
The small college library that is located, as is the Philadelphia College
of Art Library, proximate to a large number of other libraries with extensive serials holdings, is able to depend on outside collections to suPplement its own holdings. A number of relatively low-use, high-priced
innuals are being purchased on a biennial basis, allowing us to better
allocate some financial resources to publications of higher use. In the last
several years we have reduced the number of general-interest magazines, depending on cooperative use of nearby libraries for most material not sbecific to our areas of expertise. At the same time, we seek to
enhance ihe value of our collection by looking closely at serials which
contribute signifrcantly to our subject specialties and are not collected by
libraries in our geographic area.
A formal serials review takes place annually, with more timely review
of particular titles occurring as necessary. Requests from the academic
community are made throughout the year, and it is a good idea to encourage this participation in the selectionprocess.The selectionprocess

Serialsin a Small College
Libraryt l14l
itself has become somewhat less intimidating with the general avallabllity of journals in microform, allowing selectors to acquire previously
missed or rejected titles.
To document this process of selection, there should be a decision file.
This file, for a small library, contains a decision form for each title considered or requested, plus a sample issue if obtained. What is imporrant
here is the recording of negative decisions, and their reasons, to avoid
repeating identical analysis (and purchase of sample copies) year after
year. Of course, changes in serials over time can lead to a change of the
original decision, as can changes in the criteria for purchase.

Brnr,rocnePHrcCoNTRoL
One of the f,rrstdecisions confronting the librarian in a small academic
library is the choice between direct acquisition or acquisition through a
serials vendor, such as EBSCO or Faxon. Two reasons favoring direct
acquisition are:
1. somewhat more immediate control over starting and stopping a serial, and
2. cost savings, since vendors add a service charge to the total serials
bill.

tool, annually updated, which includes among other information current subscription price and LC subject class and, most importantly,
shows at a glance where each title is indexed. Selection of the vendor
method of acquisition over the direct method has been an easy decision
for the Philadelphia College of Art Library. Presently, we pay a service
charge^of4 percent ofthe subscription price totals and receive iar greater
value from their service.

roughly sorted in the periodicals department. This particularly works
well for a small library like ours where serials, invoicei, renewal notices,
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The mailing labels are attached to cards in our check-in frle. This file
contains all currently received titles, including those clipped for our vertical frle , held as desk copies, or even discarded . Each serial retained uses
either a biweekly or monthly printed card which is stamped with date
received. Volume and number designations are added if necessary.This
method has enabled us to track a serial's arrival pattern, information
that has had much utility for predicting future arrival and allowing
prompt claiming. This pattern data would be useful for implementing
an online check-in system.
Two types of public files are maintained. Adjacent to both the periodical indexes and the periodical closed-stack area are two visible strip files,
which include the minimal necessary data about our holdings: title and

maintenance and faster retrieval in this area, and better preservation
and maintenance of the entire collection.
While most academic libraries seem to have given up classifying periodicals and prefer alphabetical shelving by title, titles often seem misfrled due to the vagaries of alphabetizing rules. A much better method
for student shelvershas been shelving by Cutter number, which codifies

duplicate most of these subscriptions to allow for open accessto current
issueswhile providing an intact issuefor binding. An added advantage is
that the full run of the serial remains available even when volumes are at
the bindery.
Another cost versus value issue is the choice between a fully collated
binding versus uncollated, more economical bindings. Full collation includes checking all page numbering to ensure volume completeness,
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operations, effecting a net simplification for the libraries using their services. The Philadelphia College of Art Library uses Library Bindery
Company of Pennsylvania, which maintains a record for each title we
bind: spine imprint format, color, binding frequency, etc. Using the
binding frequency information, they provide us with a multiple binding
form for each volume due to be bound. This has the standard information already filled in; we have only to indicate volume, number, and
yeaf.
Concern for acquiring replacement copies of missing or mutilated periodicals seems most often, in our library, to be recognized at times of
preparation for binding. For this problem, two kinds of files are

tween small and large libraries.

pletely satisfied within that library alone is a very exciting prospect.
There is such a great difference in user satisfaction between index use in
a large university library, which houses most of the periodicals refer-
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practicesin the larger world. Technology, for us' has shifted our focus
from clerical matters to professionalconcerns.
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Shirley lewis
lhis- papu outlinespracticalstepsto betakenthat will includenonprintmaterials
tn lhe.mamstrcam
procedures
oJ terhnicalseraices
operations-fromselection,
throughordering,cataloging,andprocessing,
to sheluing.

Nevertheless, the proportion of nonprint to print material is stagger.
ingly weighted in favor of print. Not only are most subjects availible
il print {brmat, but information about nonprint material, espe"4y
cially that of interest to small libraries, is less accesiible than is informa-

_ Most of the problems arise because of the formats of nonprint materials and require policy decisions regarding physical arrangement. Once
Shirley Lewis is the President of Shirley Lewis Information
tarlo
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technical services departments have clear direction as to the shelving,
patron access and loan policies, the labeling and handling aspects
quickly fit into the processing procedures.
THE INTEGRATED C OT,T-ECTTOT.I
In the past, the treatment of nonprint materials has been governed by
the philosophy that physical format is paramount and subject matter is
secondary to such factors as fragility, size, and the need for climate control and operating equipment. Such technical considerations intimidated the librarian familiar with handling bcoks and accustomed to manipulating files based on book processing. The introduction of each new
format required further special accommodation and caused further segregation by format with no regard for intellectual content. It has subsequently been realized that this approach is not only unnecessary but is
detrimental to the concept of efficient service in the small library. Arrangement by subject both in the catalog and on the shelves is a major
factor in patron use. Segregating by format materials whose content
may.be outdated long before the packaging has deteriorated discourages
maxrmum use.
Patrons have learned to locate books with varying degrees of success
by familiarizing themselves with subject classification systems. As the
ratio of professional to clerical staff has declined, the patron, especially
in smaller libraries, has accepted the self-service concept. If the collections are reasonably arranged and the shel'res are clearly marked, the
self-service concept works as well in the library as in the supermarket or
department store. The special, often expensive, shelving arrangements
and the special cataloging and coding that have been developed for nonprint materials are likely to hinder rather than help the patron locate desired information. Small libraries that have experimented with integrated collections have reported higher use and fewer retrieval problems
when technical services and loan procedures are standardized and nonprint materials are not given tp.iiul treatment.'
When the organization of the collection is governed by the philosophy
that format is secondary to content, accommodation need be made for
nonprint material only when absolutely necessary, as is done with oversize and undersize books. For these exceptions, packaging improvements, such as specializedboxes designed by the library, can cause intershelving problems to be reduced to a minimum. In her bookr4rcessible
StorageoJNonbookMalerials,Jean Weihs has offered practical suggestions
for packaging, storing, and intershelving nonprint materials.' For the
librarian considering the integrated collection, this book will be invaluable.
If nonprint materials are to frt into the mainstream, the following aspects of technical services need to be examined: selection and ordering,
iataloging and other processing functions, shelving, and circulation.

AcgursrrroN
Sn'r-BcrroN
Nonprint materials are more often selected from catalogs or on shop-
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subject content of the collection.
Ononn Reconrs

prepared. It may be advisable to allot extra space for the title to accommodate the medium designation, which may in some cases be rather
lengthy.

gummed label or dire ctly on the container. By using the ISBN or equivalent, standard ordering and processing procedures Lan be extended-to all
materials, and a special "siream" beiomes unnecessary for nonprint
materials.
In other respects, the procedures for the acquisition and receipt of
nonprint can be the same as those for print materials. It is recomm.nd.d
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that special instructions.be devised only as required for other circumstancesand regardlessof medium.
PRocESSING
CarelocrNc
Not even the smallest library should now improvise any aspect of cataloging. With the development of networks and microcomputers that can
be plugged into forthcoming smaller networks, there is no reason to develop a cataloging system that is exclusive to one library. Even if librarians in a small library believe that compulerization is now far beyond
present capabilities, ii would still be wisJto catalog according to the standard rules of entry and description. The second edition of the AngloAmerican cat?loging code includes all media and allows for three levels
of cataloging.' Even a very small library can prepare minimal level cataloging to attain a basic system that will not intimidate the user. The code
offers the most complete coverage and is a good source to consult. Another helpful source is NonbookMaterials: The Organizationof IntegratedCollections.rIt follows the principles of the Anglo-AmericanCataloguingRules,
but deals with nonprint materials only and presents the rules chapter by
chapter for each medium.
Posrcatarocrxc

OpnnarroNs

Procedures for processingnonprint materials depend upon policy decisions for the organization of the collection. If nonprint media are integrated on the shelves with print materials, then packaging becomes important. Materials must be put into boxes or containers that are
convenient for integrated storage. Labels can be the same type as those
used for print materials. If, however, nonprint materials are to be
shelved separately, and more particularly if they are to be housed in specially designated units, the repackaging is not advisable and processing
procedures will vary accordingly.
Rernnnxcn Sounces
For those formulating processing policies and procedures the following publications may be helpful.
Storageof NonbookMaterials, mentioned above , advocates inteAccessible
gration and intershelving of print and nonprint materials. It gives the
philosophy behind the advocacy, including practical advice on packaging, shelving, and the care and handling of each genre of material, and
devotes careful attention to full and/or partial integration ofeach type of
material.
In "Integrated Multi-Media Libraries: At What Stage the
Integration?" -ar' article written for the AudioaisualLibrarian by Robin
Bateman-the
concept of integrated shelving and storage is opposed
with supporting reasons.'Letters published in subsequentissuesconcur
with this opinion.
Cataloging, Processingand Administering AV Materials: A ModelJor Wisconsin Schools,by M. Hohenstein, offers concise practical advice, recommends integrated shelving, and includes diagrams as well as directions
for processing each type of media."
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Crncur,erron
. .It is difficult to suggest circulation techniques because circulation policies vary with local conditions. However, the following general gnid.lines may help a small library that is considering its policies.
LoeN Pnnroo
Nonprint materials seldom differ enough from print materials in format or demand to require a different loan period. Variation in loan period is confusing for the user, who has to keep track of enough dates already, so that it is inadvisable to vary the return dates unless there are
compelling reasons for doing so.
Cnecrour

TacnNrquns

INspecrrNc Rerunxs

CoNcrusrow
In summary, nonprint material is an asset to the small library. It adds
a dimension that is appreciated by the user and rrray atLract persons oriented to sound and visual media who have avoided the library because it
offers only "books. " The handling of nonprint material need not cause
undue effort for staff or patron. Systems devised for print material need
only minimal changes to be suitable for multimedia use.
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TI

Hn rrnN,q,cER
oF rHE sMALL LTBRARv
is likely to quail in the face of
advice from preservation experts. Particularly in the one-, two-, or
three-professional library, so much needs to be done in the basic areas of
reference, acquisition,. and technicrl proccssing.that the question of
preservation is seen as irrelevant-or
even impertinent. Even more unfortunate is the attitude of some of the preservation experts, who treat all
questions with an eye to the ages and with no thought at all to the present
pragmatic problems of keeping the library's broken-down "untreasures." So what is the poor librarian to do? This paper suggestsguidelines for the conservation of collections in small libraries. Following most
of these suggestionscostslittle or nothing in money, if somewhat more in
thought and energy. Its purpose is primarily practical.
We assume the following:
1. There is no preservation officer in the institution of which your library is apart.
2. There is no preservation budget except for routine binding.
3. The librarians and paraprofessionals involved have no formal
knowledge or training in conservation.
One has to start with an imaginative leap that is diff,rcult but essential

technical language to place their field on a strong scientific footing. Like
all specialized vocabularies, it serves the purpose of exactly and unRobert DeCandido is Head, Shelf and Binding Preparation Office , Conservation Division, Research Libraries, New York Public Library. GraceAnne A. DeCandido is an
editor, Special Libraries Association Both are consultants in library preservation in a
partnership called Out of the Woods.
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equivocally expressing what they wish to say. But do not be put off by the
jargon. IJnderstanding preservation requires common sensemore than
scientific training. The practical applications of conservation research
hndings are available in many publications, the most useful of which we
have included in the bibliography. From these sources and from our own
experience and research, we have distilled some practical suggestions for
protecting your library's resources by minimizing damage from the environment, from poor binding, repair or protective practices, and from
disasters.

ENvrnoNvrnur
Tnupnnarunn
It is to be hoped that vour facilitv is air-conditioned. If so. vou should
know generally how and when the air conditioner is cleaned and serviced
and whether your unit serves only the library or other sections of your
institution. You also need to know whether the unit includes humidity
control and if a leak in the system will flow directly onto the books.
Air-conditioning systems should be checked at least once a year if they
are cooling systems, or at least twice a year if they are part of an integrated heating, ventilating and air conditioning system. If there is a danger of leaks onto your collection, consult your maintenance people on
how you might reduce or eliminate the risk. If the danger is the result of
the system design, make contingency plans for dealing with a leak part of
your general disaster plan (see below).
The chemical reactions that cause paper to deteriorate accelerate at
higher temperatures and slow down at lower temperatures. The cooler
you can keep your library the longer your books will last.
Hulrrorrv
Humidity is a related problem. IJnless steps are taken to remove the
water vapor from the air, the humidity will rise as the temperature
drops. This is the reason some libraries in hot, humid climates have discove red mold growing on books stored in front of air-conditioner vents.
Mold will grow on books if the relative humidity is above 70% andwill
grow vigorously if the temperature also is high-more
than B0 degrees
F. If temperature and humidity are kept low enough, library materials
are safe from the danger of mold. The optimum range is 50% to 70%
relative humidity with the temperature as cool as staff comfort and utility bills allow.
HousnxsBprNrc
In the matter of general handling and cleanliness, common senseand
good judgment are the best guides. Insects and rodents are attracted to
food and garbage. It is very much in the best interests of your library to
prohibit eating and drinking where books are stored, processed, or read.
Proper shelving and handling of books can do more to improve the
condition of a collection than perhaps any other single action. Almost all
libraries segregate their very Iarge volumes cn separate shelving. If your
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library does not also separately shelve intermediate-sized volumes (those
between 12 and 18 inches), you should consider doing so, if possible.
Standard sized bookends do not support these volumes well, and their
awkward size can lead to their edges being banged and scraped on the
shelves. You should also avoid shelving books on their fore-edges. It
only assistsgravity in pulling the pages away from the covers. Very large
books (over 1B inches) should be shelved lying down, in a stack no more
than three books high. There may not be enough staff time for the possible relabeling this arrangement may involve, but perhaps it can be regarded as worth the time investment, since it is a great space-saver in
terms of shelving.
The staff of the library should be taught how to remove and replace a
book from a shelf. The method of pushing back the two adjacent volumes and grabbing the book by its sides at the ceriter (as opposed to
yanking and ripping the top of the spine) should be demonstrated to each
new staff member. A number of AV presentations, teaching how to
shelve, how to load a book truck, etc., have been made for specifrc institutions but are available for general use (see bibliography).
One more aspect of general housekeeping should be mentioned.
Neatness counts. A library which is kept clean and in which the books
are neatly shelved encourages its users to treat it respectfully. Poorly
kept shelvesinvite abuse.
Dusting books can be a ticklish business.Dust contains pollutants detrimental to paper. Dirt on the outside of books can easilybe transferred
to the inside during handling. Books that are brittle or breaking apart
should be cleaned very carefully. Volumes in good condition can be
wiped or vacuumed. This should be done with thi book held firmly shut
so that dirt is not pushed into the book. When wiping the top edge of the
book, wipe away from the spine. An extensive explanation of cleaning
can be found in Horton's Cleaning and PreseruingBindings.
Lrcur
Light fades color. The deterioration caused by light goes further than
color changes. Light also causesthe structural deterioration ofpaper and
binding materials, and ultraviolet light does the most damage. Sunlight
and fluorescent light have a great deal ofultraviolet, incandescent lights
have relatively little. The effect of light is cumulative, as anyone who has
sought to get a suntan without getting a sunburn knows.
It is therefore important to control the intensity of the light (its brightness) and the length of time the light is on. There are several ways of
doing both. Is your shelving overlit? Shelving areas need enough light to
make it possible to find a book, not to read it. Try bulbs of a lesser wattage, or remove some bulbs or tubes entirely. Since fluorescent lighting is
much more de structive, pay most attention to areas lit this way. Can all
the stack area lights or lights in individual aisles be turned off automaticallv or manuallv when not in use?
If there is fluoiescent lighting throughout your library, the amount of
ultraviolet light can be reduced to almost nothing by fitting the tubes
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with ultraviolet f,rlters. These clear or tinted olastic tubes remain effective much longer than do the lights themselvei so that when a light wears
out, the filter can be removed and slipped onto the replacement light.
These filters are relatively inexpensive and can make a significant improvement in the direction of preservation. *
When books are in displays or exhibits, their exposure to light is multiplied. The internal parts of the book-the print and images on the
pages-spend their time on the shelf in virtually complete darkness.
Overexposure to light can be a critical factor in the deterioration of
drawings, watercolors, and photographs. Becauseit is exposed to all aspects of the environment a book will deteriorate more from a few months
on exhibit than from many years in a poor storage environment. A sensitivity to this problem will lead to care in display and perhaps a more regular rotation of items on display.
Light, heat, and stressare, of course, also hazards of photocopying.
For most of your collection, there need as yet be little concern. But a
book with crumbling paper or a broken binding can be quickly photocopied to death. Many small libraries reserve the right to refuse photocopying privileges for any material deemed too fragile. Once again, the
need for the copy must be weighed against the value of the book in hand.

BrNorNc
The book, or codex, is a simple and elegant structure which has been
in constant use for about two thousand years without significant
changes. It maintains its contents in correct order and protects them,
while providing quick random access to any of its parts in a neat and
compact form for storage. A good binding will significantly extend the
useful life of the book. A bad or inappropriate job will accelerate the
book's deterioration.
The choice of binding style is a complex decision. There are more
than thirty steps in the binding process, most of which can be varied in
one way or another. This leaves a bewilderingly large number of possibilities. Fortunately not all of them are relevant or significant to the librarian.
Your binder is a great resource. The binder should be willing, even
anxious, to talk to you and Can explain the advantages ofeach type of
binding and the cost differentials (if any). Do not accept evasive answers
and vague generalities. A second opinion from another binder, to see
what else might be offered, is always wise. Do not, however, expect your
binder to make preservation decisions for you. You need not even
choose the same option for all the volumes that you bind.
Several factors should be considered in making decisions about bind*Advertisements
for fluorescent bulb jackets appear in Teehnologlt6 Conseruation
(ISSN 0146- 1214). In the New York area, the iackets mav be purchased from the followi n g c o n c e r n s : L i t e t a b C o r p . . 7 6 N i n t h A v e . . N Y C 1 0 0 1 t ' ( p h o n e : 2 1 2 - 6 7 5 - + 3 5 7 ) L: i g h r ing Services, 150 E. 58th St., NYC 10155 (phone: 212-838-8633); Solar Screen Coip.,
53-11 105th St., Corona, NY i1368 iphone: 718-592-8222).
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ing. Your answers to each of the following questions will affect your
choice of a style.
r How is the book used? Is it a frequently consulted reference volume? Is it a circulating copy? Is it photocopied often?
e Does the book have any unusual physical characteristics such as
foldouts, insertions, or loose material in pockets?
. How long do you expect to keep this book? Are you committed to
retaining it indefinitely? Or do you expect to replace it with another
copy or a microform?
o Does the item have any intrinsic value as an artifact? Is it valuable
or rare?
If the answer to the last question is yes, library binding is not an option
you should choose at all, but there are steps a binder can take to help
preserve valuable items. The answers to these questions will assist you in
selecting the binding style or method of leaf attachment that is most suitable for a given book.
There are four principal methods of leaf attachment, which is the way
leaves of paper are held to each other in a binding. The traditional way of
holding leaves together is to sew them through folded sections. Most library binders can sew through folds where such folds exist. Volumes in
which the leaves are attached in this manner are very flexible, easy to
read, and easy to photocopy. They are also easy to rebind at a later date
because they can be resewn with relative ease and with no loss from the
inner margins. In terms of flexibility and longevity, sewing through the
folds is usually the best option.
Oversewing is a method of leaf attachment developed for library binding. It was designed for volumes in which there are no folds and from
which the folds have been removed. This is done by a special machine
which sews each section, as it is fed in by an operator, to the two sections
above it and the two sections below. The result is an interlocking network of stitching which is extremely strong and fairly rigid. Volumes
sewn in this manner are very durable but less flexible than those sewn
through folds. Oversewn books are less comfortable to read and more
difficult to photocopy. They can, though, stand very heavy use. Rebinding an oversewn volume can be nearly impossible because the sewing
uses up so much of the inner margin. Oversewing can also cause deterioration if the volume is retained long enough to become brittle.
A third technique of leaf attachment uses no thread, only adhesive,
and is known as adhesive or "perfect" binding. The type of adhesive
binding most appropriate for libraries is known as the double-fan technique. In this method the adhesive is applied twice, once while the leaves
are fanned to one side and once when they are fanned to the other. By
this method, adhe sive is deposited on a small area on the sides of the
leaves as well as on the edges. Books bound in this way are much
stronger than those which are adhesive-bound without fanning. A book
thus bound will be very flexible, read easily, and photocopy easily but
will not be as strong as an oversewn volume. It is a technique that does
not work well on coated paper used in periodicals such as Vogue.
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The fourth option retains the original sewing in the book and just replaces the case or outside cover. This is an excellent choice because it
creates least stress on the volume, but it often costs a bit more because it
involves an interruption in the usual binding process.
The relative costs of all of these options must be worked out with the
individual binder.
Even this brief analysis indicates that the decision must be made in
terms of a number of trade-o{fs. Oversewing might be the best method
for a very heavily-used book, but the book will then be more difficult to
photocopy. There is no simple right or wrong choice, but a better or
worse one, or sometimes, even a worse or not so awful one.
One problem peculiar to the small library is lack of clout, Though library binders are themselves small businessesand it is in their best interests to keep even their smallest customers satisfied, they may frnd it unprofitable to provide the sort of service they normally offer larger
customers to a library that binds only a dozen or so volumes a year. If
this is your situation, you might consider a cooperative arrangement
with other small libraries in your area. Your combined purchasing
power will permit more effective bargaining with the binder and allow
the binder in turn to provide services to you without losing money.
REPAIRS
Virtually all libraries do some repair work on their books. The temptation to slap a patch on something that is torn seems to be irresistible. A
book is a machine that is engineered to move and to operate in a certain
way. It can no more be fixed with the injudicious application of sticky
tape than can a car engine or a sewing machine. Pressure-sensitive tape
is unaesthetic, it is not permanent, and it promotes the deterioration of
the book. The most important reason it should not be used is that it does
not work. If you wish to make repairs that will last through a decent
number of uses and will not damage the book, you need to make them in
away that is compatible with book structure and materials. Three excellent, recently published works are now available, all of which cover the
basics and are well designed as instructional manuals. Any one would be
a useful purchase, ..rd all three would permit you to pick and choose
among techniques. All include instructions on repairing torn pages, tipping in plates, making pockets, and other miscellaneous work (see bibliography).
What is the role of repair in the small library context? First, repairs are
preventive measures. A book with a loose hinge where the cover board
meets the spine can be quickly and easily repaired. If it is not repaired,
the cover will soon become detached from the book, requiring a more
time-consuming repair or a complete rebinding.
Second, repairs can, when efficiently and properly done, be costeffective. Most materials for simple repairs are not expensive, so labor is
the only cost worth considering. Since small libraries use existing staff
for doing repairs, this is not an out-of-pocket expense. A repair is an attractive option compared to the cost of processing a replacement or paying for a rebinding. Third, if your binding budget is tight, repairing
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when possible leaves money for volumes that must be rebound.
The works on repair in the bibliography give sources of supplies. As
mentioned above, a cooperative arrangement among several small Iibraries might be useful in dealing with a library binder. A co-op might
also be helpful for buying supplies for repairs at quantity discounts and
for meeting minimum orders. If that is not possible, your library binder
might be willing to sell you small quantities, since many items such as
glue and cloth are in the binder's own regular stock.
O:THnn PROTECTIVE MEASURES
ENcr-osunBs
Yournay have a number of books which have so deteriorated that they
are too poor to be rebound, or you may have items which are inappropriate for binding, such as artists' books, portfolios of plates, or collections of maps and charts. If these are to be integrated into your regular
collection, they must be placed in some sort of container or enclosure
that permits labeling of contents and placement on a book shelf. These
enclosures are also a step in a preservation program. When correctly
made of proper materials, they give protection from light, dirt, and polIution and also give structural support to material during storage. Your
binder can probably make boxes, wrappers, and portfolios to order.
Care should be taken that the binder uses material that is acid- and
lignin-free. A variety of enclosurescan be made,in-house. Instructions
can be found in the books by Greenfield, Horton, Kyle, and Morrow,
cited in the bibliography.
These references give instructions for making acceptable pamphlet
binders also. Even though pamphlets are nearly always a problem, it is a
good idea to bind those you expect to use for a long time. Commercially
available pamphlet binders with pregummed flaps that attach to the covers of the pamphlet are a preservation "disaster" in the long run. For
this category of material, constructing your own enclosures is preferable.
Polyester encapsulation is a form of protective enclosure for individual pieces of paper. The technique sandwiches the paper between two
sheets of flexible transparent polyester which are then sealed to each
other around the edges. The paper remains free inside this capsule and
can be removed with no damage by cutting open the capsule. The Library of Congress, which developed this technique, recommends that
paper be chemically stabilized before it is encapsulated. Polyester folders
and pockets made to standard sizes, with one, two, or three sides already
sealed, are commercially available from the same sources as repair supplies. These pockets and folders are most useful for managing the storage of loose paper collections which are in brittle condition. The LC
pamphlet listed in the bibliography explains the uses and limitations of
this technique.
MrcnonrlurNc
The purchase or production of microfrlm for preservation purposes is
not beyond the resources of small libraries. The replacement of old files
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of serials and newspapers by microf,rlm can mean such substantial savings in space that they become cost-effective options. A number of small
libraries in historical societies have already successfully completed microform projects involving clipping files and other fugitive material.
Runs of local newspapers, corporate and institutional papers, and some
manuscript collections are typical candidates for microform preservation. Because converting such collections to microform is a discrete project, funding for it can be sought outside your library's regular budget.
Before beginning such a project, one should make a thorough search
to see if some other library or commercial publisher has already filmed
your newspaper or serial title. A few of the rnajor finding tools for such a
search are listed in the bibliography. The works cited there und,er "Microfilming" will guide you in choosing a microfilming bureau, and the
bibliography by Borck will give you sources on preparing material for
microhlming.

PnrsrnvrNc UNrquE ITEMs
Often the first items to come to mind when conservation is mentioned
are the rare or unique materials found in almost every library, no matter
how small. They are, of course, to be treated differently from the bulk of
your collections. They warrant more attention and more money because
of their intrinsic value. It has been our intent to emphasize, however,
that conservation is an umbrella meant to protect your entire collection
in a day-to-day fashion and not iust to save the odd treasure.
But if yout iibrary includes air author's manuscript, arare book, or
some other title that because of intrinsic or associative value deserves
special treatment, it might be the moment to call in a preservation consultant, if you can afford it. If not, the physician's rule of "first, do no
harm" applies. Keep the volume or object clean, dry, and dust-free;
limit its exposure to light; have a box or portfolio made for it if needed;
and you will have done a good job.

Drsesrrn PLANS
If the library is located in a larger complex, such as an office building
or university, there are some aspectsof the physical.plant over which you
have no control . We have already talked about lighting and airconditioning. If there is a disaster plan for the complex, you need to look
at it with an eye as to how it affects your library. Think also about how
your fire prevention system, if used, would affect your books. Sprinkler
systems are ubiquitous, and many are the librarians who have sadly observed that smoke and fire damase could hardly be more destructive
than was the soaking the collectioris received.
A generalized disaster plan is useful, particularly as it outlines procedures that need to be followed in a hurry. In the New York University
DisasterPlan Workboolc
are suggestions for setting up procedures for such
an emergency with a minimum of staff and time. People and places to
call for assistance, things that can be done immediately, and a hierarchy
of decision makers can be outlined through this zuide.
No binder, no conservator, no expert cin mak-edecisions about what
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to conserve and what to let be in your library. That is a choice that is in
your hands, based on the user patterns and the strengths that make your
library unique. Trust your instincts made thoughtful by history and experience. Care for the books that are your livelihood.

Brnllocnepnv
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Moking Decisionsobout
Automotionfor Smoll tibrories
LindoG. Bills

T

I H t s A R T T c L iEs b a s e do n t h e a s s u m p t i o n t h a t a u t o m a t i o n i s b e c o m i n g
viable for all sizes of libraries. It is a tool that should be seriously investi-

such as using a microcomputer to produce a specialized database, which
is a relatively small experiment for a larger library, represents a much
larger percentage of the small library' s time, mone y , and public image .
Decision makers in small libraries may also have less accessto automation experts than those in a larger library. This aiticle suggests some
practical steps librarians can take to farniliarize themselves with library
computer technology and the issues it raises.
Automation is rapidly becoming an indispensable tool for libraries in
all phases of their operations: administration, public services, and technical services. Regardless of where automation is first used in your library, it is important that the technical services staff be involved in automation decision making. Many of the most useful computer applications
are aimed specifically at technical services work, such as serials control
and calal6g production. However, even if automation is being considered for other areas of the library, there is a strons chance that it will end
up involving technical services. Online public citalogs obviously must
Linda G. Bills worked, until recently, as Automation Librarian for the Resource Sharing Alliance of West Central Illinois. She is now a project manager, Local Systems Division. OCLC. Inc.
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be based in good online bibliographic control; online database searches
are bound to affect acquisitions decisions. It might be argued that programs like public access microcomputers will not affect technical services, but even here the interrelations of all library activities can be feltthe microcomputer software will have to be cataloged. More important
than any consequences for specific technical services functions are two
long-range concerns. First, any adoption of automation by the library
may create opportunities and limitations for future applications that are
expected to be compatible with the hrst one. Second, the experience of
the library staff and patrons with any computerization is bound to affect
their attitudes toward any future automation ventures.
The technical services librarian, therefore, must be aware of the implications of any automation that is implemented in his or her library.
The librarian should not only react to what is proposed by others, but
should actively and critically investigate opportunities to computerize
technical service functions.
A critical evaluation is vital. Automation can hinder as well as help
library progress, and can do so in both tangible and intangible ways.
Although computers are changing rapidly, with more and more options
opening up, choices made today can limit opportunities for the future.
Also, a bad experience with automation, especially one which results
from incomplete investigation of product claims, can have a long-lasting
effect on staff and administration willingness to try other automation alternatrves.
When library directors or staff members begin considering computerization. manv look for a consultant to provide advice on what to acquire
and how to use it. Small libraries, howlever, generally have less acc&s to
outside expertise than larger libraries. If there is no library automation
expert already on the staff, there may not be enough money to hire one
either as a new staff member or as a consultant. If they are lucky, they
may have accessto the services of a consultant through library network
membership or from the library's parent organization-a
school district, corporation, or college. Consultants from outside the library field,
however, generally need to be educated about the library's special
needs-a process that may be more time-consuming than educating
yourself about computers. Even if consultants are available to you, it is
obviously better to know something about automation yourself. Not
only do you need to evaluate their advice, but you are also the person
who must make the system work after it is purchased and installed.
Let us assume that automation is one of the tools you want to investigate and no expert help is readily available. How do you examine the
options open to your library in the present chaotic state of computer development? Will you be better off with a microcomputer and your own
programming or with a national system? Should your library obtain its
own vendor-supplied system, or join with other libraries in the same
neighborhood or with the same interests to share a system? How can you
best evaluate and use the opportunities available to you?
This article cannot give you a step-by-step guide to decision making
on computer applications. There is no formula into which you can insert
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local statistics to come up with an answer like "buy a micro with 128 K
and word processing soitware" or "join a national bibliographic utility. " Things are changing too fast, and conditions vary too much for
such formulas to work. Also, there is a part of the automation decision
that will and should be based on the preferences of the person(s) using
the projected system. Once the choice is narrowed down to a group of
acceptable alternatives, such preferences usually reflect intangible considerations that, although they can't be quantihed, contribute to the success or failure of the automation project.
There are some frequently published guidelines on how to choose a
computer system-guidelines that are usually recited to people buying
microcomputer hardware and software. One example I recently encountered was in a microcomputer magazine; another was in the local
Sunday paper. The recommended steps are all about the same, although
the details mav varv:
o Define your needs
o Identify the applications programs that will meet them
o Identify the hardware components needed to run the software
o Consider compatibility with other machines and other institutions
o Find something with which you are comfortable
o Plan ahead for future applications
o Set your cost limitations
o Evaluate documentation and trainins needs
o Provide for maintenance and r,lppori
As one article optimistically put it, once you have all this figured out,
choosing a computer system should be easy.
LJnfortunately, it is not that simple, especially not in libraries where
the choice is not just which microcomputer components to buy, but
whether a micro is the most cost-effective way to automate. Libraries
have many automation alternatives available, from national bibliographic utilities (which are offering more and more services in a variety
of sizes),to shared automation projects which promise to pool resources
to get better systems, to the locally owned and operated small-computer
systems with either generic programs or library-specific applications
software.
There are no easy answers and no easy ways to find the answers.
There are, however, many right answers. Probably, no matter how
small your library, there is away automation can help if you want it to,
and if it is tried by a sufficiently informed pe rson (not necessarily an expert). If you wait for a clear-cut, foolproof automation plan to surface
from the present plethora of possibilities, you will probably be waiting a
long time. Here are some things you can do to develop just enough expertise to feel ready to make decisions on automation.

GnrrrNc AcquerNrro
WITH THE COMPUTER WONIU
The most important step in automating is developing some degree of
confidence in dealing with the options. When one is considering microcomputers, this requirement means learning the right questions to ask,
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and putting common library needs into terms the computer store personnel can understand. If you are considering larger-than-micro automation, translation is not as much of a problem. You will probably be
dealing with library-community vendors who should be able to relate
their product to your needs. The larger problem with these systems is
evaluating the product, price tag, and vendor reliability. It is up to the
vendor to understand and address library applications in your terms.
Microcomputers are another matter. The computer dealer in the local
store won't have enough potential library customers to make learning
their needs worthwhile. Besides, years of experience with larger computer systems have taught librarians that our applications are not easily
understood by the uninitiated. There are several ways to learn enough
computer-store language to be an informed purchaser. One is to get a
book on computer jargon that doesn't take itself too seriously-like The
PersonalComputerBookby Peter McWilliams.' It will introduce you to
pobytes, RAM, operating systems, etc. Another excellent book for
"the
tential microcomputer buyer is the WholeEarth SoftwareCatalog.' It not
only describes software and some hardware, it also addressesissues such
as shopping, compatibility, and sources of information. To get a handson feeling for microcomputer operations, you might also take a class
from a local c.omputer.store.or continuing education source in basic computer operations-using diskettes, utilities, packaged programs. There
is no need to learn programming, unless you have a natural desire to do
so.
Having established a general vocabulary in computers, you can learn
about products and library applications from several sources. The journal'Microcomputers in Information Managementis a good source for in-depth
technical articles on microcomputer hardware and software.' For a less
formal exchange of information about what librarians are doingwith micros , try the ne-wslettersSmall Com7utersin Librariesnand Access.'LibraryHi
Techt is'a journal that covers ail siles of library systems, from microi on
up.
To keep up-to-date on general microcornp^uter market developments,
you can use reviews on new hardware and software from computer magazines. The ltrhole Earth Software Catalog will start you off with excellent
reviews of the best current products. The reviews are balanced by including comments from several reviewers. If this book is kept current by
new editions, it will continue to be a useful source. Besides this catalog,
you will need to use journal literature to keep informed on new options.
Find something like Infoworld,' which is not too technical for the layperson. Its weekly issues have reviews for both hardware and software. Although these may sometimes be biased by the reviewer's own preferences, they do alert you to new products and give you at least one
informed opinion on how they work. If you v/ant to investigate some options more thoroughly, you can find more reviews and articles through
the online database MicrocomputerIndex," which covers journals in the
freld. Be persistent. Many of the words and comparisons won't make
sense until about the frfth time you read them. You will know you are
making progress when you find yourself annoyed that the writer is once
again explaining the value of expandable RAM.
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EveluerrNc YouR Lrnnany ENvtnoxurNr
Once you know the basics of the microcomputer environment and,
through the library literature and conference eihibits, have become familiar with the larger systems available, you need to examine your operating envirolmenJ for positive or limiting factors. These may point you
in the direction of least resistance or help you avoid decidingbn something you can't get.
The factors to examine are fairly obvious. Does your director or governing authority present a problem or an opportunity? Do they have any
preferences or dislikes in terms of automatibn alternatives? Has the organization of which your library is a part made any policy (de facto or de
jure) aboutwhen and how to automite? Are there iny machines or systems available in the organization that would be appropriate for your
library's needs?
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help you figure out bugs (on a small system) or influence the vendor (on
a larger system)?
Tlie coit factor must be considered from two angles-how much will

your services.
Automation consultants caution us not to adopt automation just bea clear view of what we want it to do for us.
cause it is there-without
This is good advice, but it is also true that the defrnition of the problem
and the criteria for the solution have to be worked out with a basic understanding of the available tools.
CoivsrornrNc

THE OPtroNs

When you have identified a need for automation in your library, you
should ciearly define the criteria for success in your automation
project-and the trade-offs that you might make Io attain that success.
Some of the options and issues in library automation are outlined in the
remainder of this article.
One issue is whether you want an integrated or a specialized system.
An integrated system (several functions working together on a single
system) has several advantages. It is generally easier to learn because
functions and their commands mimic each other and are built to work
together. Data entry can be minimized if one or more files are needed by
several functions. That is, you won't have to enter your journal titles
once for serials check-in and again for the production of catalog'cards.
This efficiency in training and data entry can be very important if your
staff is small and/or your database large.
On the negative side, an integrated system may have been built
around one or two central functions and other functions may not work as
well as they might in an independent environment. Specialized or nonintegrated systems for specifrc applications are usually designed by companies or individuals who are experts in that specifrc field. They may,
therefore, do that single function (such as serials control) better than a
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system designed to fulfill all a library's needs.
This integrated versus specialized comparison may apply equally to
the generic programs designed for microcomputers. If what you need is
word processing, it would probably be best to get a specialized word
processing system, rather than an integrated package that does word
processing, database management, and spreadsheets. A spreadsheet
program that has been turned into an "integrated" package with several
generic functions may be weak in the add-on areas. Besides, why should
you pay a higher price to get functions you don't really need?
Your decision on integration versus specialized applications must depend on your present needs, your future plans, and the potential for software integration. If your present need is for a single solution in one processing area, and other needs can either wait or be handled as well by
other methods (automated or manual), then a specialized system may be
best. This is especially true if the specialized software has potential for
sharing its data.
The next issue, standardization versus independent development, is
the basis of data-sharing potential. In the world of library automation,
the most common standard is MARC. If your automation choice can
make use of and/or produce records in MARC, you will not be cutting
yourself off from future applications of the same data or from easy ways
to add data to your system. Any data format you choose will limit your
options for future integration, but MARC will limit them the least.
Likewise, with micro applications, if you choose a program that can
communicate its data in ASCII (a standard method of encoding alphanumeric information for transmission), you leave more avenues open
for future related uses for the data.
Although standardization is desirable, there is sometimes a price to
pay. The ipplication program that best meets your needs or youfbudget
may not be standard. If that need is important enough, you may want to
accept the nonstandard alternative despite its drawbacks.
Another important consideration is the stability of the manufacturer
of the hardware, the developer of the software, or the vendor of the library application. If you are looking at vendoi-supported systems, the
viability of the vendor is crucial to continued'service. Thus, a vendor
with a good customer base and a reputation for good service, as well as
adequate financial backing, is desirable. However, the bigger the vendor, and the longer the vendor has been established, the less influence a
single customer's needs will have on product development. If you are
one of the few customers of an emerging vendor, you will have more influence on how that vendor develops its products and services, especially
if the vendor is targeting the small-library market. You pay the price,
however in having to live through the growing stages of an entrepreneurial enterprise. And you take the risk of having that enterprise fail.
In the microcomputer world, a similar choice has to be made. It may
be that the best microcomputer-the
one that can use the Cyrillic and
Greek characters that you need, the one with the most storage capacity
on its disk drives, or the one with the lowest price and most attractive
package of free software-is not a well-knov;n brand. There may be no
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dealer in your area who can maintain the machine and help you with
spftware problems. The more popular machine that is easily available
and supported may do less than you wanted or cost more than you want
to spend. It may, however, have more potential for future usesbecause it
is popular and lots of software is being written for it. Once again, you
must make the choice, based on your present needs and future plans, on
whether the best present solution is worth the possible future limitations.
Another issue is whether you should try to get your own system or
share one-either locally or nationally. The shared system may allow
you to get a better, more complete system for less investment in money,
materials, and staff. Prominent examples of shared resources are the national library automation utilities which, through cost and data sharing
by many libraries provide better cataloging and better use of staff time,
especially for large libraries. Although their cost-effectivenessin smaller
libraries is still debated by some, they are well worth investigating.
Along with the benef,rtsof sharing cataloging data, authority information, and interlibrary loan resources, and of building machine-readable
iecords for future applications, there are some disadvantages. Participating in such a network can become a financial liability if the costs go
up-a development over which the individual members may have little
control. This possibility is especially likely at present when a large part of
the cost of using such utilities is the price of communications which go
chiefly through telephone lines, and prices for telephone services are unstable. In the future, as other technologies replace the telephone lines,
this may be a more controllable cost.
Also, as a shared network becomes larger, the system functions may
become more diffrcult to change or enhance in ways that suit the special
needs of all users. The small libraries are especially vulnerable in a large,
shared undertaking because they are unlikely to have as much influence
over network development as the larger libraries. They cannot send staff
members to as many meetings, nor is their contribution large enough by
itself to influence decision making. They may, however, be able to exert
influence as a group.
You may be able to share automation on a smaller scale by creating a
regional group for joint automation ventures such as sharing cataloging
and holdings information or creating serials union lists. In such a group
you may have more influence over decisions on system choice and feaiures, assuming the system you use has some buiit-in flexibility. Thus,
there is more chance of getting a system that is adapted to your needs,
rather than one to which you must adapt.
The most complete local control may seem to be obtainable by purchasing your own system. Of course, you are still subject to the limitations of the system you purchase, but within that range you are free to set
your own standards and procedures. You may find, however, that a system you can afford to own has less built-in flexibility than a more expensive one that you can only afford if you share it with others.
For some applications, if you are not looking for complete integration,
this kind of local system makes sense. Acquisitions and serials check-in
are good examples, especially when the bibliographic records used are
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not extensive or can be loaded from another machine-readable source,
eliminating data entry as a major task.
For a sound evaluation of large shared systems in comparison with
smaller local systems, you need to examine the kinds of services each
system can offer you and how much flexibility you have in using them. It
is not necessarily true that larger systems are inflexible ; they may offer
the library a wide variety of options and opportunities for customization. There may, in fact, be more options from which to choose than in a
smaller system. However, because they are large and complex, such systems may take longer to change and adapt to new needs. A smaller system may have some of the options that are important to you, and lack
others. It may, however, be easier to change.
In the microcomputer realm, one important issue is whether to get
library-specifrc software or a generic program that you can tailor to fit
your own needs. The most popular generic programs useful in libraries
are database management programs (for designing, inputting, updating, and accessing files), word processing (for typing and revising documents), spreadsheets(for^working with budgets and statistics) , and communications programs (for accessing databases and other computers).
The last three have few, if any, counterparts in library-specifirc software.
Their functions are those generally needed in any ofhce, planning or
communications situation. If you plan to use a micro to keep your procedures manuals up-to-date, to keep track of statistics or to access other
computers, there are a large number of these programs from which to
choose.
Database management, however, is another matter. Libraries deal
mainly in databases, and database management software for micros offers you a chance to automate files in order to have more accessto their
information and to compile useful reports. With a generic database
management software package, you have a lot of freedom to develop
your own frles and reports. If your application is fairly unique, or if you
enjoy developing your own solutions to problems, you may want to do
this. The price you pay is the time needed to master the software and to
document the application. Documentation, a written description of exactly what you did and how to use it, is absolutely essential if you want
the application to continue to be useful and flexible.
If your need is fairly common to libraries or to your type of library,
look around, especially in the more informal library and computer-inlibrary publications for others who may have already done the work.
There are microcomputer programs available both from vendors and
from other librarians that will perform many standard technical services
functions such as catalog card production, serials check-in, acquisitions,
special catalogs, and online public accessfor small collections.

CoNcr,usroN
Automation is a tool that can, when properly used, help you solve
problems and enhance services. It cannot, however, organize the disorganized or give structure to chaos. In fact, ifyour procedures are disorganized before automation, introducing a computer may simply get
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them disorganized at computer speed.
As you become more familiar with automation, you will also realize
that it is not a cure-all; it may do some things more quickly than manual
methods, but it can't do everything. Sometimes its limitations are
logical-computers
simply can't make all the distinctions and choices
human beings can. At other times the limitations are practicalalthough it might be possible to program the computer to do every single
thing on your "wish list," development time and operating capacity
won't allow it to do them all at once.
This is not to say that you should not have a wish list, or even that you
shouldn't put everything you can think of on it. What you must do, however, is to have clear priorities. Give much more weight to the most important items. Do not be tempted to buy a system becauseit does one of
the minor items in a particularly fascinating and appropriate way. Make
your priorities clear to vendors so they can be sure to show you the system features that best meet your most important needs.
Your wish list may also have to be divided into several smaller lists,
since you may need several different solutions to different problems.
Whenever you are considering automation as a solution, you should
consider manual options as well. There are still many library functions
that, although they can and have been computerized, may be handled
just as well by an efficient manual system.
The most important step in automation is to commit yourself, your
superiors, and your staff to try what you have selected. Staff relations are
particularly important, since no system, automated or manual, will
work well unless it is accepted by the people using it. Once again, there
are many recent articles, both in library literature and outside it, on how
to introduce automation in an organization. Keep in mind that staff dissatisfaction,when it occurs, is often based on real problems with the system and its implementation. If staff problems are examined instead of
dismissed as fear of computers, they can often be solved. Sometimes misconceptions about the automated system need to be addressed; sometimes the system itself needs to be adjusted because it is not suitable for
some of the tasks the staff needs performed.
Once you have implemented aLtomation, you must, of course, evaluate the results. The best evaluation tool is aclear, explicit set of expectations, developed before implementation, against which you can measure
your success. In other words, the success of the original undertaking
should be measured in terms of what you expected when you proposed
it. Any unexpected results, whether good or bad, that don't affect these
criteria can be part of your planning for future improvements.
Automating is seldom a hnite project with a clear beginning and end.
It is a process. The pace may vary and the direction may shift, but it is
very diffrcult to stop it completely once you have begun. Solving one
problem, whether or not the tool is a computer, is just a step in def,rning a
new problem. Every opportunity that you exploit creates new opportunities. Introducing automation, like any other change you make in technical services, is never going to be the hnal answer.
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IN MEMORIAM:
M. RUTH MACDONALD, 1904-1984

Born and educated in the state of WashinSon, M. (Margaret)
Ruth MacDonald, with a B.L.S. from the University of Washington, continued her formal education later at Columbia lJniversity.
Her early career included experiences at Reed College in Oregon,
the Seattle Public Library, and the University of Washington; later,
moving ever eastward, she became chief of the Catalog Department
of the Detroit Public Library in 1939, and, at the time of her retirement in 1960, was assistant librarian for cataloging at the National
Library of Medicine. FIer most eastwardly assignment was serving
as consultant to the American Memorial Library in Berlin,

1952-s3
!
Following her own advice that "in the field of librarianship, you
set your own limits of accomplishments," Miss MacDonald's parameters were ever expanding both in her professional and in her
associational activities, significandy with those relating to cataloging and classification. Her major professional monument remains
the published quinquennial book catalogs for the Armed Forces
Medical Library, 1950-54, and for the National Library of Medicine, 1955-59, both reflective of new cataloging policies designed
and implemented under her dynamic guidance.
At the height of her professional career, Miss MacDonald became presidentin 1947/48 of the Division of Cataloging and Classification, and it was never the same again! For too long the interests
of the division had been given scant attention at ALA Headquarters. Convinced that the time had come for persuasive action, Miss
MacDonald focused her attention on the need for a specialist, a salaried executive secretary, at headquarters; on defrning, clarifying,
and publicizing the objectives of the division; and on integrating the
division effectively within the ALA structure. She shared in the
achievement of the publication of the first issue of an official organ
for the division, theJournal of Catalogingand Classification (later supersededby Library ResourcesI TechnicalSentices);and, through her per-
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sion was in itself a tribute to the sustainednurturing, under the enduring influence of Miss MacDonald, of the old Division of
CatalgSing_andClassifrcation,now functioning as the Cataloging
and ClassificationSectionof the Resourcesand Technical Servicei

Following her retirement, Miss MacDonald returned to her
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Clossificotionin
Areo SrudiesLibrories
DorisCrugerDole
on
aJewoJtheway in zuhichlibrarieswith a specialemphasis
Thispaperpresents
of theirmaterialsin ordzrto prouidea geooreoitidlui handletheclassiJication
arethosedeaeloped
graphicalapproachto theircollections.Theqtstemsdescribed
ani usedii sixlibrariestheauthoraisitedin GreatBritain andSouthAfrica.

T

I-lrenenreNs who classify materials for area studies libraries do not find
the traditional subject classification systems such as the Library of Congress Classification (LCC) and the Dewey Decimal Classification
(DDC) a satisfactory way to group materials. When it began o_peration
in 1946, theJoint Library of the International Monetary Fund and the
International Bank for Reconstruction and DeveloPment decided to arrange its library materials along regional lines because the research departments in the two organizations were so arranged. The attainment of
ihis arrangement presented many problems not only to this library b-ut
to other libraries wishing a geographical classification of materials by
area or country.' Both Le C ind DDC classify an item by what the book
is about rather than the geographical area that is covered. Although
DDC provides a geographic approach, it is secondary to the subject.
Scholars and researchers in African studies, Latin American studies,
Asian studies, and studies of other regional areas want both a subject
and a geographic approach to their materials.
eftei studying many geographical classihcation schemes theJoint Library decided to use DDC anddrop the geographical subdivisions. The
library then created a set of geogr
above the DDC subject number. T
an area notation subdivided by a co
America was designated as 2, Canz
This system proved to be well suite<
A search of recent and past literature on the geographica-l classification of library materials revealed many articles on how DDC and LCC
treat regional areas in their classification systems. Some authors have
critically examined the arrangement of histcry and geography in both
Doris Crueer Dale is Professor of Library Science, Department of Curriculum,
tion and Media, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale.

Instruc-
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classification systems, and other authors have looked at the treatment of
specifrc regions, such as Latin America, Africa, India, Bangladesh,
East'ern Europe, Great Britain, Ireland, and Australia.
J. Gordon Brewer in TheLiteratureof Geograpi2statesthat "Division by
region with systematic subdivision is as appropriate for geographical
study as systematic classification followed by a regional biealidown."n
There is little in the library literature about the methods by which area
studies libraries arranse their materials. As I visited suc( libraries on
various "busman's holidays" becauseof a personal interest in the classification of regional materials, I discoveredseveral approaches.
This paper presents a few of the ways in which area studies libraries
handle the classification of their materials. The libraries discussed are
the School of Oriental and African Studies Library, University of London; the-Royal Commonwealth Society Library, London; the Royal Institute of International Affairs Library, London; South African Institute
of International Affairs Library, Johannesburg, South Africa; the Africa Institute Library, Pretoria, South Africa; and the Institute of commonwealth Studies Library, University of London.
AREA STuoTEs CLASSIFICATION
IN SIX LIBRARIES
Tne ScHoor- on OnrnNrAL ANDAnnrceN
Sruores LleRany, IJNrvnnsny on LoNooN
The purpose of the School of Oriental and African Studies is to further
research and study in the languages, literature, history, religion, law,
customs, and art of the Eastern and African peoples. The li6rary provides a reference and lendins collection of books within these fieldi. ?'Its
policy is to acquire all imporiant contributions made in all fields of learning by Orien!?l scholars throughout the world, as well as representative
collections of belles lettres written in Asian and African linguages.,"
The present library building, which was opened in 7973, is ariangld on
six floors, has more than 500,000 items. and has space for about-a million volumes. Books are generally arranged by region or in some cases
by subject, for example, art. The collections are shelved near the specialist rooms of each area. An assistant lib rarian specializing in the refioun or
subject is available near these specialist roomi to answir inquirres.'
Books are classified by a letter or combination of letters io denote a
country or region and a Dewey Decimal Classifrcation number. Books
with the same classification number are subarranged by the accession
number rather than an author number, althcugh the author's name rnay
be part of the classnumber. In this system the glographical classification
takes precedence over the subject classification number. For example,
lJ, V, and W are used for countries in Africa and Y is used for African
lang-uages.Double and triple letters are used for specifrc countries: WK
for South Africa, WqB for Botswana, WQS fof Swaziland. Oversize
books are indicated by the letter L before thJgeographical letters. Some
examples are as follows: WK 923.2 372997 is tfre nu-ber assisned to
V o r s t e rt,h eM a n b y J o h n D ' O l i v e i r a , a n d L . W K 9 1 6 . 8 3 7 8 8 4 6 i s t h e
number assigned to SouthAfrica: Land of ChallengebyMaurice Tyack. In
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this case, both the geographical letters WK and the digits 68 of the DDC
number represent South Africa, which is obviously redundant. Farm Labour in SouthAfrica, edited by Francis Wilson, has the number L.WK
331.763 3851+2.In literature, both author letters and an accessionnumber may be used, such as WK 820.2 SCH 371740, which is assignedto
Thoughtson SouthAfricaby Olive Schreiner.' This system sometimes creates excessively long numbers.
THe RovA.r Colruottweerrn

Socrerv Lrenenv, LoNooN

by date of publication. In assigning call numbers to books, firs1 a g_eo_graphical number is used, such as 4 for Africa, 5 for South Africa, 549
forBotswana (Bechuanaland), 55 for the Transvaal province in South
Africa, and 552 for Pretoria. British possessionsin America begin with a
6, with 6073 assignedto the United Statesof America and 62 to Canada.
Australia is B and New Zealand is 89. Forrner foreign colonies are assigned letters and numbers, such asPo44 for Angola andFr42l for Algerra.
After a geographical number is assigned, a subject classification tag is
added. This could be either a single small letter or double small letters or
a letter and a number; c is used for history, cb for general works on
World War II, f for manners and customs, f95 for theatre and cinema' m
for political questions, m91 for the army, and m92 for navy and naval

TuE' Rover INstrrurn on
INrpnNerroNar Annerns Lrnnenv. LoNoor.l
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The subject letter G stands for Defence and International Law with

Sourrr ArnrceN Insrrrurp op INrenNarroNAL
Arrarns LrnReny, JoHexunsnunc, Sourn Arnrce

Tne Arnrce INsrrrurB Llnnany,
Pnnronre, SourH Annrca
The Africa Institute, founded in 1960, specializesin research on the
economics, geography, political science, ind anthropology of Africa
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(now BotBAS-Basoetoland (now Lesotho), BET-Betsjoelaland
This is an easy
Africa, and SWAZ-Swaziland.
swana), SA-South
classification system to use and one that is well adapted to browsing by
country, but it would probably work well only for a small collection.'"
TuB INsrrrura on Corrrl,toNwEALTH
Sruores LIenanv, IJutvnnsrrv oF LoNDoN
Instead of using a geographical classifrcaticn scheme, this library provides geographicil aicesr to the collection via the subject card catalo.g.
The Instiiute's reference library of more than 90,000 volumes on the
Commonwealth is concerned with modern history and the social sciences. The materials are arranged by a modified form of the Library of
Congress classifrcation. Although the LCC class subject number is used,
the tCC author number is not used. Instead, the first three letters of the

CONCLUSIONS
The development of specialized classification systems using a geographical appioach to miterials now seems to be a very expen'sive and
tlme-consumrng process, one that most libraries have neither the funds
nor the staff to undertake. However, as this paper indicates, a geo-

books dealing with many countries.
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Illinois in the United States on the North American continent. All of the
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TheologicolSubiectHeodings
Reconsidered
W. ThomosNichol

n*rroR\I rMpErus for special lists of theological subject headings
I
was "r
the inadequacy of early editio.rs of Library of CongressSubjectHeadings

(LCSH). The Library of Congress,by its own admisslo1-i1-thgnrefaces
io bot(the second(1919)and third (1928)editionsof LCSH, offeredfew
headingsin the area of theology:

W. Thomas Nichol is the Collection Development Librarian in the joint libraries of
SaintJohn's University in Collegevilleand the College of Saint Benedict in St. Joseph,
Minnesota.
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peared, it is apparent from the literature that most theological librarians
preferred to use LCSHheadings whenever possible. of pirticular interest is the 1965 report of the committee on Catalogine and classification
of the American Theological Library Associatio" (eTrn;. - on the basis
ofa^q]restionnaire it was concluded that there was heavy reliance upon
LCSH andthat the majority of librarians would use only Zc,SFlheadings
if they were to "start over. "
The response to catholic subject Headings has been similar. A recent
questionnaire mailed by the present authbr to all catholic college and
university libraries revealed that only 37 of the 191 respondents currently^use.csFl An additional 58 respondents indicated-that they had
used c'Sr1in the past. The reasons moit often given for discontinuing its
use are the acceptance of LCSH headings, the use of ocLC,
the d'iffrculty.of using two lists, and the desire to iimplify cataloging procedures.
Jt is also true, however, that neither the reipond.n"tt io the ATLA
questionnaire nor the respondents to the author's questionnaire were
entirely satisfred with Z c,srL of the 1 I 3 respondents io the ATLA questionnnaire-, 47 expressed the need to supplement LCSH headings with
headings drawn from Pettee or devised-lbcally. In response to t-h. urrthor's questionnaire, some nonusers of csFlaiso indicited that adjustments have to be made for catholic terminology. This lingering dissltisfaction with LCSH suggests that the case forlpecial lists"of tlieological
subject headings should be reconsidered.

DrsrcN oF THE Sruoy
As a first step
^in this process the author compared all headings in the
most recent (1982) edition of Catholic subiect Headings'to theii closest
counterparts, if any, in the ninth (1980) edition of Lesff to determine
(l^)1h._e*tent of duplication between headings in the most recent edition
of csF/ and the ninth edition of LCSH, (2) wliat differences exist between
headings in caseswhere equivalents can be identified, and (3) how many
headingg in
-the most recent edition of csH have no near equivalents in
the ninth edition of LCSH and into what categories they ian. m rc+2
victor A. schaefer of catholic rJniversity comlared the first edition of
csFlto LCSH and reported that of the 2,300 entries in that edition of
csF1, only. 75 w919 true additions to LCSH, although an addition ar 700
appeared in a different form.' l]nfortunately, Sch"aeferpresented neither the details of his comparison nor an explanation of his'methodology.
other lists of subject headings have been iompared to LCSH for dif6;ent purposes, although usually on a sample baJis. A notable exception is
Mrr^ench's complete reconciliatio n of Medical subjectHeadings(MeSH) and
LCSH."
The present CSH LCSH comparison was performed by checking
every heading in the frfth modified edition of csFlfor an identical headl
r^ngor near eqrrivalent in LCSH. If an identical heading was found, the
fact was noted. If a near equivalent was found, it was iecorded and ail
differences between the headings were identified. In some casestwo or
mcre LCSH headings were required to establish near equivalency. pairs
of headings displaying a comm-on difference were then
irouped and dis-
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played in tables. CSil headings for which no near equivalents were
found in LCSH were also grouped.
The following criteria governed the development of all groups' or categories, ofheadings:
1. Each category must be clearly definable.
2. Eachcategory must represent at least the possible basis for a principle of revision.
3. Tiken together, the categories must include all unique CSF/headrngs.
4. In the case ofnear-equivalent headings, (a) the appropriate categories must describe exhaustively all differences between CSfl
headings and their nearest LCSH equivalents, and (b) the differences in each category must be consistent.
Differences between headings, in the case of near equivalents, were first
categorized as differences of form, specificity, or terminology. These
three major categories were then subcategorized.
On the basis of the above criteria, the following categories of differences were established:
Form differences:
Order of elements in the subject heading.
Example: CSfl Archives, Church
LCSH Church Archives
CSI/ headin g more direct than the L CSH heading,-i:9 :,-no zubheading in the CSF/ heading or one less than in the LCSH heading'
Example: CSFI Audio-visual Aids in Religion
Aids
LCSH Religion-Audio-Visual
LCSHheading more direct than the CSI/heading, i.e.,,no zubheading in the LCSH heading or one less than in the CS//heading.

Example: CSFI Bible-Symbolism
LCSH Symbolism in the Bible
Number (singular or plural).
Example: CSII Chorus, Sacred
LCSH Choruses,Sacred
Spelling or hyphenation.
Example: CSF/ Altar Cloths
LCSH Altar-Cloths
Use of abbreviations.
Example: CS/1 Apocryphal Books (N.T.)
LCSH Apocryphal Books (New Testament)
Punctuation.
Example: CSfl Administrators, Apostolic
LCSH Administrators Apostolic
lJse of datesor ordinal numerals.

Theological
Subject
Heading/783
Example: CSFI Canon Law-Early Church
LCSH Canon Law-Early Church, ca. 30-600
Context specifiedinthe LCSH headingwith one or more preceding
headings;context assumedin the CSI/heading.
Example: CSFI Annunciation
LCSH Mary, Virgin-Annunciation
Context specifiedin the LCSH heading with a following qualifier;
context assumedin the CSilheading.
Example: CSll Abbesses
LCSH Abbesses,Christian
Specifrcitydifferences:
CSF/headingmore specificthrough the use of a precedingadjectrve or noun.
Example: CSfl Auricular Confession
LCSH Confession
CSll heading more specificthrough the use of a precedingheadrng'
Example: CSFI Bishops-Insignia
LCSH Insignia
Bishops
CSF/heading more specificthrough the use of a following qualifrer
precededby a comma.
Example: CS11Almanacs, Catholic
LCSH Almanacs
CSI/heading more specificthrough the uspof a parentheticalqualiIler.
Example: C,SFI Abbesses (Canon Law)
LCSH Abbesses,Christian
Canon Law
CSll heading more specific through the use of an additional subdivlslon.
Example: CS1/ Altars-Consecration
LCSH Altars
CS11h_eading
ryore specific through separate treatment of closely
related terms which are linked in the ZCSF/heading.
Example: CSFI Abbots-Election
LCSH Abbots-Appointment,

Call, and Election

C,SFlheading
!o1e spgcifrc as a part of, an aspect of, an example of,
or a subclass of the ZCSll heading.
Example: CSFI Alms and Alms Giving
LCSH Charity
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CSF/ heading less specific.
Example: CS11 Abstinence
LCSH Fasting
Temperance
Chastity
Terminolo gy differences :
Slight differences in wording, most involving only articles and
prepositions, which are signifrcant only in regard to frling.
Example: CSF/ Chastity (Vow)
LCSH Chastity, Vow of
Differences in the wording of subheadings.
Example: CSFI Bible-Criticism,
LCSH Bible-Criticism,

Higher
Interpretation, etc.

Other differences in wording.
Example: CSI1 Altar Servers
LCSH Altar Boys
Categories were also established for CSHheadings which have no near
equivalents in LCSH:
Corporate bodies and movements, e.g., Adjutor Fratris (Organization)
Uniform titles, e.g. , Acta Martyrum
Prayers, liturgies, litanies, processions,etc., e.g., Angelus
Feasts, e.g., Annunciation, Feast of the
Rites, e.g., Alexandrian Rite
Names, epithets, and peoples, €.S., Emmanuel
Shrines, statues,jurisdictions, and buildings, e.g., Fatima, Portugal
(Shrine)
Terms linked in CSFIwhich are not linked in LCSH, e.g., Asceticism
and Dogmatic Theology
Other headings for which there are no near equivalents in ZCSFI, e. g.,
Acolytes (Holy Order)
RESULTS OF THE COMPARISON
The total comparison revealed that of the 3,010 headings in the frfth
modified editionbf CSFI, 1,7 98, or 59 .7 3 lo, are either identical to LCS H
headings or differ only through the addition of an LCSH standard subdivision. The remaining 1,212 headings, or 40.27 %, are unique to CSH
and appear in the thirty tables which resulted from the comparison. In
caseswhere the CS// heading displayed more than one difference from
the corresponding ZCSF/heading, the heading appears in more than one
table. All together, the 7,272 headings are represented by 1,391 entries
in the thirty tables. (Entrytrefers to a CsHheading and its corresponding
LCSHheading or headings, if any).
Among the variations from LCSH, form differences account for
17.39% of the entries in the tables, specifrcity differences for 36.667o,
and terminology differences for 13 .87 %. The remai ning 32.06 % are en-
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tries fo-r c,sF/headings which have no near equivalents in LCSH. of the
++6-qlH headings which have no near equivalents in LCSH,311, or
69.73.%, are proper nouns. Since ICSF/includes proper nouns only as
samples or as introductions to specifrc subdivisions-, the absence of these
headings do^esnot preclude theii use in the same or modified form by the
Library of Congress.
Categories of Jorm differences, number of entries in each category,
percent of total form differences represented by the category, attJp.rcent of total entries appear in table 1. The same data arJpresented^ for
specificity_differenceJin table 2, for terminology differences in table 3,
and for C,SF1headings with no near equivalenti-in table 4.
TABLE i
a""r

t
"ta""-"-""t
%of
Form
Differences

Difference

Order of elements
CSll more direct than ZCSFI
LCSH more direct than CSII
Number (singular or plural)
Spelling or hyphenation
Use of abbreviations
Punctuation
IJse of dates or ordinal numerals
Context specified in the ZCStl with one or more
preceding headines
Context specified in"the LCSH wirh a followine
qualifier
Totals

% of All
Entries*

26
28
22
16
22
41
10
30

10.4
7
11.57
9.09
661
9.09
1 69 4
4.13
12.+0

187
2.01
1.58
1.15
1. 5 8
2.95
.72
2.16

29

1198

2.08

1B
242

7. + 4
99.99

1.29
1 7. 3 9

*An entry is a
csllheading.and its.correspondingZCSllheading or headings, ifany The
number of entries on which this table is basedis 1.3b1

TABLE 2
SpBcrrrcrryDrrrrnrNcrs rNTwo Sua.Jecr
Heaortc Lrsrs

Difference

CSH more specific through use of:
A preceding adjective or noun
A preceding heading
A following qualifier preceded by a comma
A parenthetical qualifi er
An additional subdivisi<-rn
C,SH more specific through separate treatment of
closely related t..rn. *li.h
ure linked in LCSH
CSFImore specific as a part of, an aspect of, an
example of, or a subclass of the LCSH
C,Sl1less soecific
I otals

N

%of
Specificity
Differences

% of All
Entries*

33
7
64
120
68

6.+7
1.37
12.55
23 53
13.33

2.37
.50
+60
8.63
4.89

58

1 1. 3 7

+.17

116

22.75
8.63
100.00

++

510

8.34
3.16
36.66

*An entry is a
cs11 heading and its corresponding ZCS11heading or headings, if any; the
number ofentries on which thesetablesare ialculatid is 1,391.
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TABLE 3
Tnn\,{rNotocy

DrrrrrnNcns

HBeoruc Lrsrs

IN Two Sunlrcr

N

Difference

Slight differences in wording which are significant
only in regard to filing
Wording of subheadings
Differences in wording not elsewhere accounted for
Totals

l.f

1B
162
193

%of
Terminology
Dilferences

67+
9.33
8 3. 9 4
100.01

*AnentryisaCsllheadinganditscorrespondingZCSllheadingorheadings,ifany

% of All
Entries*

.93
1.29
I l.b3

13.B7
The

number of entries on which this table is based is 1,391

TABLE 4
CSil HpeorNcs \ivrrH No NBan Equrver-eNrs rN ZCSFI*

N

Category

Proper nouns
Corporate bodies and movements
Uniform titles
P r a y e r s . l i t u r g i e s . l i r a n i e s ,p r o c e s s i o n s e
, tc.
Feasts
Rites
Names, epithets, peoples
Shrines, statues, jurisdictions, buildings
Terms linked in CSH which are not linked in
LCSH
Other headings for which there are no near LCSH
equivalents
Totals

%of
Headings
with No Near
Equivalents

% of All
Entriesf

B
11

20.18
29.82
7. 6 2
2.69
5.16
t.79
2.+7

6.+7
9.56
2+4
B6
1.65
5B
79

2+

5 .3 8

1.73

111
4+6

2+.89
100.00

7. 9 8
32.06

90
IJJ

3+
12

*CSH : CatholicSubjrctHeadings,mocJifred5th ed ZCSll : Library of CongrexSubjut Headings,
;
9th ed.
fAn entry is a CSI1heading and its correspondingZCSII heading or headings,if any; the
number ofentries on which thesetablesare calculatedis 1,391

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

nical theological terms.
The case for improving or at least maintaining specialized subject access in theology ii strerfgthened by several recent studies on subject
searches. Cochrane reports:

Theological
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logical libraries on LCSH, differences from LCSH should be minimized
without sacrifrcing specif,rcity,abandoning correct terminology, or compromising standards for thesaurus construction. It would also be desirable to explore the possible relationship of the thesaurus to the vocabularies of the major theological periodical indexes.
RnrnnnNcns
oJ the
1. Mary Wilson MacNair, ed., SubjectHeadingsUsedin theDictionaryCatalogues
Libraryof Congress,3d
ed. (Washington, D.C.: Govt. Print. Off., 1928), p.iii.
2. Julia Pettee,comp., " List of Theological SubjectHeadings,[for Union Theological
Seminaryl", (New York: 1924),mimeographed.
3. Oliver Kapsner, ed., CatholicSubjectHeadings;A List DuignedJor Usewith Library of
CongressSubjut Headings or the SearsList of Subjut Headingsfor Small Libraries (Collegeville,Minn.: St. John's Abbey Press,1942).
4. DoralynJ. Hickey and others, "Committee on Cataloging and Classifrcation" in
Library Association,
Ameican Theological
l9th Anntnl ConJerence,
SummaryoJProceedings,
June1:1-1B,1965(N.p.: The Association,n.d.), p.1B-23.
5. Mary O'Connell and others, eds. CatholicSubjectHndings, modified 5th ed. (Haverford, Penn.: CatholicLibrary Assn., 1981).
SubjectHead'
6 . Library of Congress, Subject Cataloging Division, Library of Congress
ings,9tli.ed. (Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress, 1980).
7 Victor A. Schaefer,"Catholic Subject Headings; A Review Article," CatholicLibrarltWorld 14:78 (Dec. 1942).
of NationalLibrary oJ
B . Eugene V. Muench, BiomedicalSubjut Headings;A Reconciliation
Medicine(MeSH) and Library of CongrasSubjectHeadings,2d ed. (Hamden, Conn.:
ShoeString Pr., 1979).
9 . Pauline A. Cochrane, "A Paradigm Shift in Library Science," InformationTechnologt andLibraries2:3 (Mar. 1983)
1 0 . Ibid.
1 1 . Toni Petersen,"The AAT: A Model for the Restructuring of LCSH ," JournaloJ
Librarianship9:207 (Sept. 1983).
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Citotions lo

ConferencePopersond the
lmplicotionsfor Cqtologing
John W. Eost
Problemsin thecatalogingof conJerence
proceedings,and their treatmentb2 someoJ
the major catalogingcodes,are brieJlt reaiewed To determinehow conference
papers arecited in the literature, and thus how researchers
are likely to beseekingthem
in the catalog, Jifty conferencepapers in thefield oJ chemistry, deliaered in 1970
and subsequentl]published, zperesearchedin the Science Citation Index couering a tenlear period. The citations to the papers were examinedto ascertainthe
implications of current citation practicesJor the cataloging of conference
proceedings. The results suggestthat conferenceproceedingsare customaril2 cited like arry
other uork of collectiueauthorship and that the conference
nameis of little ualueas
an accesspomt.
The cataloging of conference proceedings has caused much dreary labor in my
professional life and as little thought as I could possibly bring to bear on the
problems involved. My first recommendation to prospective catalogers of symposiais. don't!'
Many a true word spoken in jest. There must be thousands of catalogers
in research libraries throughout
the world who would admit that their
own attitude to the cataloging of conference proceedings bears some resemblance to that expressed above. To the noncataloger, it must all seem
a bit strange: "What's
so diffrcult about cataloging conference proceedings anyway?"
Take for example a publication entitled "Proceedings of the Symposium on Thin Film Phenomena-Interfaces
prband Interactions,"

lished by the Electrochemical Society, Princeton, NewJersey, in 1978.
The title would suggest that the name of the conference was "Symposium on Thin Film Phenomena-Interfaces and Interactions, " and under our current cataloging rules, it should be entered under that heading. However, the very editors of the proceedings, in their preface, refer
to the meeting (in the frrst paragraph) as "International Symposium on
Thin Film Phenomena-Interfaces and Interactions" and then later (in
the fourth paragraph) as the "International Thin Film Symposium"!
What's in a name? The diligent cataloger of conference proceedings is
John W. East is a Cataloger at the Science Reference Library,

the British Library.
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forced to scour prefaces, opening remarks, running titles, headings to
lists ofparticipants, and even photographs ofbanners at conference sessions in order to detect. and refer from. all the variant forms of the conference name. Is it worth all the effort?
RUT-ns FoR CATALOGING

ConrrnrNcE PuBLrcATIoNs
The hazards of cataloging conference proceedings have been well
known to catalogers for at least a century. In the 189 1 edition of his Rules
for a DictionarytCatalogur,Cutter devoted a separate rule to this class of
material, advocating that conferences be entered under the name of the
organization which held the conference.' However, he was prepared to
concede that the conference might be regarded as an organization in itself, and so he allowed for entry under the conference name, and thus
was born (or at least popularized) the concept ofthe conference as corporate author. "Often the name is given in different forms," admits Cutter.'
For unnamed conferences, Cutter advocated entry under the place
where the meeting was held, and the 1908 Anglo-American code
adopted a remarkably similar policy.n In 1936, the revised edition of the
British Museum rules recognized (for the hrst time) the existence of conferences as a separate class of material and provided for entry of international meetingi under the form-he ading Congresses,
whereas meetings of
distinct organizations were to be entered unCer the heading for the organization, and other meetings under the name of the country or town in
which held.'
Back across the Atlantic, the 1949 code of the American Library Association brought no changes in this area from the 1908 code, except that it
now permitted terms such as Coryference-or
Meeting to be used as subdivisions of headings for corporate bodies." Interestingly enough, this latter
practice was rejected by the Americans when they compiled the 1967
Anglo-American code, while their British colleagues came out strongly
in favor of it, thus making one of the few differences between the North
American and British texts of AACRI
The 1967 code finally dispensed with entry of conferences under
place. On the face of it, th..rri. was simple: either the conference was a
named one, and thus entered under its name, or else it was unnamed
and thus entered according to the general rules (i.e., under title). The
problem of course was "What is a name?" and the code has a lengthy
footnote about the fine distinctions between a 'lspecihc appellation" and
a "general description."t lJnfortunately, this was onsof many problems AACR2 failed to resolve. The new code has broueht some kind of
relief, however, in that it firmly rejects main entry ,rnd.r a conference
name that does not appear "prominently" in the item being cataloged'
and seemsalso to advise aqainst even an added entrv for a nonprominent
conference ,ra-e.'
plus c'estlam2mechose.. . . The concept of the conference
Plus gachange,
as a corporate body is still very much with us, despite all the problems of
distinguishing a name from a "general description, " and despite the numerous "aliases" that these shady organizations seem to adopt as and
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puBLrcATroNs
CrrerroNs ro CoNFERENcE
The invaluable ScienceCitation Index (SCl fortunately enables us to arrive at some sort of answer to these questions. Thanks to SCd it is possible to select a sample of published conference papers and then traCe references to them in the literature. One can then examine those references
to see what the researcher is likely to be looking for in the catalog. We
can thus determine which accesspoints are likely to be " sought" or "unsought. "

1. that 40% of conference publications are issued as serials
2. that327o of conferencepublications are issued as separatebooks
3. that 287o of conference publications are published asipecial issues
within serials.'-

The fifty papers of the sample yielded a total of 735 citations: an aver-
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age of about 15 citations per paper. Eight papers were not cited at all,
and four papers were cited more than frfty times each.
The thlrty papers from conferences whose proceedings were pub-lished as individual books were cited a total of 377 times. Only 10 of
these 377 citations (2.7 %) fail to cite the correct title (or seriestitle) of the
proceedings volume, a finding that suggeststhat even if such works were
cataloged only under title proper and series title, an extremely high success rate should still be achieved by users tracing references to them in
the catalog. Of course, many of the citations give further details as well,
but what becomes perfectly clear is that a volume of conference proceedings is, in virtually all cases, cited like any other work of collective au-

must be virtually worthless.
The citations which would not have been retrieved had the conference
proceedings been cataloged simply under title/series/editor (or under

cataloging the proceedings of the International Congress of Microbiology, Library of Congress catalogers would make a reference:
Microbiology, International Congress of
SeaInternational Congress of Microbiology
To what extent the need for such keyword indexing will be removed by
the possibilities of text-word searching of computerized catalog files remains uncertain.

Citationsto ConJermce
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Coxcr,usron
All of the above tends to suggest that the "conference name" is of little
value as an accesspoint, except where it is the same as the title, or where
it begins with some term that defines the subject of the meeting. More
than twenty years ago , Jolley declared that ' 'title entry is the only proper
form of entry lfor conference proceedings], but the nature of most current titles is such as to make the title entry of little use in identifying the
work. "'u He was writing, of course, at the end of an era which hai always been suspicious of title entry. In our modern, post-AACR2 world
we have come to realize that title accesspoints can usefully be given for
almost any publication, and where an "untidy" title page suggestsmore
than one possible title proper, the solution is to provide more than one
title accesspoint.
In her detailed study of the whole question of corporate authorship,
Eva Verona concludes her chapter on conferences with the statement:
If we would wish to reject the author cataloguing principle for conference proceedings, the only other acceptablemethod would be entry under the title
proper of the proceedings.However, this method would render the collocation
of successive
conferencesstill more difficult, and in many caseswould not even
be effectivefor the location ofa particular conference."As to the first of these objections-"the
collocation of successive
conferences"-11ys have only to examine the example given in Rule
26.3C1(c) of AACR2 to realize the absurdity of even attempting such a
thing. It is the function of the subject catalog and the classification
scheme to achieve this sort of collocation. Verona's second objectionthat title entry "in many caseswould not even be effective foithe location of a particular conference"-16y25 not supported by any evidence.
In this paper I have attempted to demonstrate that the title, taken in
conjunction with other standard accesspoints (editor, series, prominent
corporate body), provides as satisfactory a means of retrieval for conference proceedings as we can reasonably expect to achieve.
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Nelwork ond
Vendor Authority Systems
Arlene G. Toylor,
Morgoref F. Moxwell, ond Corolyn O. Frost
Authoritycontrolhastraditionall2beenproaidedin librarycatalogsin a manual
mode.Automated
systems
areprouidingtheopportunitltto deuise
newkindsoJauthoritycontroland to automatesomeoJthetediousauthorit2controltasksof the
of automated
authoritltcontrolauailableat presentaredeftast. Variousmethods
scribedandanaQzed
in thispaper Questionitoaskwhencansidering
thepurchase
oJa qtstemaresuggested.

roo LoNGAGo, an article on network and vendor authority sysNot
tems would have been mostly speculative and futuristic in nature. As a
matter of fact, in the 1979 LITA Institutes on Authority Control, Mary
A. Madden pointed out that the vendors were NOT providing authority
control and told why. She speculated that there were two reasons: first,
the tremendous cost involved in setting up an authority control system,
and second, the fact that librarians by and large seemed only remotely
i n t e r e s t e di n t h e m a t t e r . ' W h e n w e f i r s t b e g a n g a t h e r i n g i n f o r m a t i o n o n
authority control at the 1982 ALA MidwinLr lfieeting,"we asked several
vendors what they offered in the way of authority control. Most said
something like, "WHAT control?" or "We don't have any" or "Oh,
you mean changing all the headings for 'aeroplane' to 'airplane'! " At
the 1983 ALA Annual Conference, representativesof the same vendors
said, "Sure , here's a summary" or "Let me explain it a little now, and
I'll send you more information when I get back to my ofhce. " Authorities Institutes have been held around the country and have served to
raise consciousnessamong both librarians and vendors. Network and
vendor authority control is an idea whose time has come.

numerable questions.
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MeNuer- vERsus AUToMATED
CoNTRoL
AurHonrrY
For years, many libraries provided authority control in a manual
mode . But whether a manual authority file is in the catalog itself or is in a
separate file, the only link between a manual authority record and its
associated bibliographic records is an intellectual one. Human interventit,' is required to determine whether the prescribed text, including all
diacritical marks, spelling, and punctuation, has been transcribed accurately in a particular heading. Human intervention is also required to
locate all records associated with a heading when that heading needs to
be changed. Furthermore, the creation of all references and their recip(see appendix A, Glossary) requires
rocals and the dz-blindingof references
human effort in a manual file. That is, if a reference says "Clemens,
Samuel I-anghorne, seeTwain, Mark," and if the only bibliographic
record for "Twain, Mark" is withdrawn from the catalog, someone
must see that the reference is also withdrawn.
With the advent of automatedauthority control systems, we no longer
have to rely completely on an intellectual link between authority records
and bibliographic records. Automated authority systems can mechanically check newly input headings against the authority frle to determine
whether the established form of name has been transcribed. When a
name or term is entered into an automated authority file for the first
time, the system can alert the cataloger that this new term (called an unprecedentedheading)needs
to be validated. An automated authority file can
also serve as an index to the bibliographic file, bringing together all
works of an author whether that author is searched in "correct" form or
in one of the forms from which a reference has been made.
With autom ated authoritltto authoritylinks, references can be generated
and de-blinded automatically. In addition, such an authority system can
change all occurrences of a superseded form of name to the newly authorized form, in what is known as a global change.Automated authority to
authority links also allow us a kind of control almost never achieved
when we had to rely on manual authority files. Using this system we can
change every occurrence of a heading used as a qualifieror as a subdiuision
of a main heading, as well as changing the term in primary position. For
example, when Ceylon is changed to Sri Lanka, headings such as "Colombo, Ceylon" can be changed automatically to "Colombo (Sri
Lanka)." Or, when "Africa, South" is changed to "South Africa," a
South" will become
heading such as " Education-Africa,
Africa. " without manual intervention.
"Education-South
AUTOUEIND AUTHORITY SYSTEMS:
LEvELS OF SERVICE
While the features just described are all possible,they are not all available in atl the systems currently in operation. These systems fall generally into two groups.
One group offers magnetic tape processing in which a library's
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alogs or can be loaded into local online catalogs.
The second group of authority systems offer online access to bibliograptric records and authority records. These online systems fall generally into two categories:
1. Authority files that are completely separate and unlinked to the
system's bibliographic firles.
2. Authority systems that are integrated or linked with the system's
bibliographic database.
Nrrwonx

Sysrnvs
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record appears on the screen.
Validition of headings in the bibliographic database is also available
in batch mode, in what UT.leS calls adatabasewalk. In this process, file s
of bibliographic records are matched against the authority record base.
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blinded" automatically when a heading is changed or removed from the
database.
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step usually must be accomplished on a batch basis overnight^or perhaps
less often.'When the headings are stored in the authority file only, a
needed change is made only to this record. The updated authority information is im"mediately reflected in all bibliographic records displayed
online and in any products generated from the system.
VeNron Svsraus
Networks such as OCLC, RLIN, UTLAS, and WLN provide services to their member libraries from a common database. Commercial

may be made for a "Harrison, T.R." who is not the same per^son'Automaiic changing of the latter because it matches the reference for the earlier name would be quite undesirable.
While all the authority hles serve as indexes to the bibliographic files,
at least two of the vendors, DataPhase and Marcive, create indexes

are made only for names that require references. The index to the systern
will then be created by includinf all names and references from both the
authority frle and the bibliographic file.
A few vendors, such as BLIS, allow headings to be set up so that bib-
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more terminal time is required for original cataloging.
CONCLUSION
To summarize, rnachine-readable bibliographic data files can be nonintegrated, partially integrated, or totally integrated with machinereadable authority record files. Most systems in the United States are
partially integrated, although two of the largest ones (OCLC and
RLIN) are not. It should be remembered, however, that regardless of
how integrated the system, a human is ultimately responsible for deciding whether a particular entry in an existing authority record represents
the same person, place , corporate body, or title as the one to be represented on the bibliographic record being entered. We have not yet automated the ability to think!
One must keep in mind that systems currently available offer different
kinds and levels of authority control. Appendix B suggestsquestions that
need to be raised when consulting with a potential vendor or service.
Appendix C lists the names and addresses of vendors and networks
known to the authors at the time of writing. Each of these systems
presents a moving target in this fast-developing arena. Indeed, automated authority control is emerging as one of the most fluid and exciting
concepts in the building of total library systems.
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AppnNorx A
Gr,ossenv oF UNUSUAL
AurHoRITy
CoNrnor, TERMINoLocY

De-blinding oJ references-removal of see and seealso references that refer to headings that
are no longer represented in the bibliographic f,rle.
Global change-using one command to change all representations of a heading from one
form to another form
Inuisible references-term applied to the effect of linking authority file s and bibliographic
files in such a way that when a user searches a term from which a seereference would
ordinarily be made, the bibliographic records associated with that authority record
will be displayed.
Linked records-bibliographic records connected to their related authority records; also,
authority records connected to related authority records.
generated by machine from
Mini-authoritlt records-skeleton authority records-records
headings in bibliographic records; these can be filled out later with references and
notes.
generation-automatic
ReJerence
creation of see and seealso references for every heading that
needs such references.
(Jnprecedentedheadings-those headings that are not already represented in a particular
authority hle or index.
Validation-process of checking a new heading against authority file headings and reierences to determine whether the heading has already been established, and to verify
spelling and content designators if it has been established.
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QunsrroNsro RArsE
rN CoNSTDERTNG
VENDoRSysrnus
Pnooucrs eno Snnvrcns
Are machirre-readable records used to generate products ofthe library's choice?
e 9., COM catalogs
book cataloes
cards
archive tapes
processing of archive tapes
Does the vendor provide online cataloging? local online catalogs?
Does the vendor provide name authority iecords in MARC foimat?
RBcono CnBnrroN eno CoNrror
Does the vendor:
include all terms in the library's database for which authority control is desired?
check new headings against authority file (or index)?
add record number to the listing for a matching heading?
notily cataloger of unprecedented headines?
automatically change headings that matc[ a seereference to the authorized form?
automatic^ally create authority records or index terrns from headings in bibliographic
records?
regY-rfe that a heading be entered into the authority file before it can be entered into a
bibliographic record?
provide cumulated authority lists in printed form?
Cnoss-RepanBwcoCnaarroN nNo Cotrnor
Does the system:
generate automatic references in the bibliographic file?
provide automatic de-blinding of references in the bibliographic file?
require references to be added as individual entries in the index that are not linked to
the names to which they refer?
DrspL,"'y ro fjsans
Is user given records even if a sesreference term matches the search term ( i . e . , i n v i s i b l e
referencing)?
Is user told that another headine is ' 'correct' ' when a reference term matches the search
term?
Ifso, must the user rekey the "correct" heading in order to retrieve records, or can the
records be retrieved without rekevins?
Meruoo

oF SToRAGE

ls text ofheadings stored in both bibliographic record and authority record?
Is text ofheadings stored in authority recoid only?
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ADI,IR

Advanced Library Concepts
9343 Tech Center Dr.
Suite 175
Sacramento, CA 95826

Auto-Graphics
(AGILE II On,Line Data Base
Management System)

Auto-Graphics, Inc.
751 Monterey Pass Rd. ,
Monterey Park, CA 91754
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ATLAS
(A Total Library Automated System)

Data ResearchAssociates,Inc.
9270 Olive Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63132-3276

BLIS
(Biblio-Techniques Library &
Information System)
Blackwell North America

Biblio-Techniques
8511 Lake Lucinda Dr. S.W.
Olympia, WA 98502
Blackwell North America, Inc.
6024 S.W. Jean Rd.
Building G
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
Brodart, Inc.
Library Automation Division
500 Arch St.
Williamsport, PA 17705
DTI Data Trek, Inc
1 2 1W . E S t .
Encinitos,CA92024
The Computer Company
1905Westmoreland St.
Richmond, VA23230
CTI Library Systems,Inc.
1455 South State
Orem, UT 84057
DataPhaseSystems
9000West 67th St.
ShawneeMission, KS 66202

Brodart

Card Datalog

Computer Co

CTI

DataPhase

DOBIS
(Dortmund Library System)

DYNIX

Easy Data Micro Library System

EMILS/3OOO
(Electric Memory's Integrated Library
System)
Geac

GRCCOM

DOBIS
IBM Data ProcessingDivision
1133WestchesterAve
White Plains, NY 10604
Dynix Automated LibrarY SYstems
1455West 820 North
Provo, UT 84601
Sydney Dataproducts, Inc.
11075SantaMonica Blvd., Suite 100
Los Angeles,CA 90025
Electric Memory, Inc.
656 Munras Ave .
P.O. Box 1349
Monterey, CA939+2
Geac Computers, Inc.
6300Variel Ave., Suite A
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
GeneralResearchCorporation
Library Systems
P.O. Box 6770
SantaBarbara,CA 96160-6770

TNNOVACq

The Innovacq System
Innovative Interfaces,Inc.
1409Fifth St.
Berkeley,CA9+710

LAMBDA
(Local Accessto and Management of
Bibliographic Data and Authorities)

SOLINET
400 Colony Square, PlazaLevel
1201PeachtreeSt. NE
Atlanta, GA 30361
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OCLC Local Systems
6565 Frantz Rd.
Dublin, OH 43017-0702
LSSI (MINI MARC and MICRO
Library Systemsand Services,Inc
MARC)
General Motors Building
1395PiccardDr., Suite 100
Rockville, MD 20850
Marcive
Marcive, Inc.
P.O Box 12408
San Antonio, TX'78212
Micro-Pac
MLS/Micro Library Software
A Division of Infosoft Corp.
World Towers
15600Drummet
Houston, TX77032
NOTIS
The NOTIS Office
(Northwestern Online Total Integrated University Library
System)
Northwestern University
Evanston,IL 60201
OCLC
OCLC Online Computer Library Center,
Inc
6565 Frantz Rd.
Dublin, OH 43017-0702
PAC/II
C L Systems,Inc.
1220WashingtonSt.
West Newton, MA 02165
RLIN
The ResearchLibraries Group, Inc.
(ResearchLibraries' Information
Jordan Quadrangle
Network)
Stanford, CA 94305
STAR
Cuadra Associates, Inc.
2001 Wilshire Blvd
Suite 305
Santa Monica, CA 90403
TOMUS
Carlyle Systems,Inc.
(The Online Multiple User System)
2930 San Pablo Ave.
Berkeley, CA94702
ULISYS
IJniversal Library Systems
1571BellevaleAve.
West Vancouver, BC V7V 1,4.6
UTLAS
UTLAS Corp.
(University of Toronto Library
701 WestchesterAve.
Automation Systems)
Suite 30BW
White Plains, NY 10604
VTLS
VTLS
(Virginia Tech Library System)
Center for Library Automation
Newman Library
Virginia Tech
Blacksburg, VA 24061
WLN
Washington Library Network
Washington State Library, AJ-11
Olympia, WA 98504

B/NA AUTHORTTY CONTROL

orrline
Loading MARC records into an online catalog? The B/NA
automated authority control system can perform name and subject authority control on your MARC databaseand give you
fully edited catalog tapes inlhe MARC II format. If your online
catalog has an authority control module, the B/NA authority
control system can also provide deblinded cross reference
tapes in a format compatible with LC M ARCfor Authorities
for loading into the system. Simply send us your catalog tape and we match your MARC records against
current LC name and subject authority files to provide your library with the most up-to-date consistent headings available.

Why chooseauthority control from B/NA?
Quality. Sophistication. Leadership. Ten years
experience with authoritv control. No other
..::..1
system equals ours. Drawing from our con.t:.
stantly updated authority files and the
skills of our experienced editors, this
unique B/NA service frees your staff
from retrospective authority control
tasks. For more information. write or
call toll free, Dan Miller, Manager,
Salesand Service, Technical
ServicesDivision.

BLACKWELL
North America, Inc.
6oz4 S.W. |ean Road,
Building G
Lake Oswego, OR97o34
Telephone (8oo)547-6426
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Annuol Reportof the Decimol Clossificoiion
Ediforiol Policy Commiffee,
Jufy l, 1983-June30, 1984*
Morgorel E. Cockshuil, Choirperson

of the complete_
report, which is scheduledfor publication in late spring
. ^I}.*"TTa.I
1985 in DecimalClassiJication
Additions,Notesand Decisions,Y.4, no.5.
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less formal arrangements are being made through the (British) Library Association Dewey Decimal Classifrcation Committee, with the help of Russell Sweeney, the Library Association's representative on the EPC. The EPC looks forward to continued, fruitful cooperation with these groups and to strengthening
this review process. However, the EPC recognizes that it bears the final responsibility for policy decisions on the classificatory and subject content and for recommendations on publication to the Forest Press Committee.
The committee had previously discussed a request for the reinstatement of an
option, Iast provided in Edition 18, to add time to place in the specification of a
complex topic. In Edition 18 an optional provision under s.s. -093-099 and under areas -3-9 had permitted the addition of historical period numbers from
930-990 to the notation for the locale. It should be noted that the ability to specify both place and time is increasingly important for precise online subject
searching and retrieval. The EPC has now accepted the principle ofan option to
add time to place, but the mechanisms for deriving and adding the period notations have not yet been fully determined.
Committee members have long recognized that over the years Table 1, Standard Subdivisions, has become poorly organized and thus difficult to apply, but
they have also been greatly concerned at the enormous ripple effect that radical
relocations in the table would have throughout the DDC and on shelf arrangements. The EPC has now decided that only s.s. -071 Schools and Courses and
other subdivisions of the -07 s.s. Study and Teaching should be considered for
revision in the context of a possible phoenix schedule for 370 Education. Remaining parts of s. s. -07 and the other standard subdivisions will not be considered until Table 1 can be examined in its entirely. No date has been set for such
an examination, with its major implications for the whole of DDC, but it will not
occur until after the publication of Edition 20.
It is now anticipated that expansions of Table 2 for areas -52 Japan and -68
South Africa will be published rn DC{d 4:5, to be published in 1985, with centralized application by LC's Decimal Classification Division upon publication.
It should be noted that these area expansions have been requested by classifiers
in the countries concerned to meet local needs, and the expansions are in accordance with local literary warrant. Thus publication is in accordance with the
previously accepted principle thatthe DDC is and must continue to be a classification of international use.
During 1983-84 the EPC also discussed a proposal to vacate 3 10 Statistics, so
that demographic statistics would classify with the subject plus a standard subdivision. A standard subdivision must be developed, and for at least some topics it
appears desirable to specify the place, using the area table, before this standard
subdivision for statistics is added.
In its consideration of possible draft schedules for phoenix or major revision,
the EPC examined two alternatives for a phoenix revision of 351-354 Public
Administration. As in 340 Law, the central issue is whether the citation order of
the schedule should require the topic to come first in the synthesized notation,
follorved by the jurisdiction, or whether the jurisdiction should come hrst with
the subsequent synthesis of the notation for the topic. While an option for the
less-preferred alternative would be provided in the schedules as in 340, the basic, official provision would be applied by the division in the LC centralized distribution mechanisms.
The EPC has also considered, in principle only, a revision of 560-590 Life
Sciences being carried out by a group of biologists and librarians in England, in
cooperation with Forest Press and the DCD.
Undoubtedly the committee's most difficult task has been to discuss and recom.mend priorities for sections of the DDC to receive phoenix or major revisions
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for Edition 20. while final decisionson certain sectionsmust be deferred to
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Editor, LF,TS
l14l5

Farmland Drive

Rockville, MD 20852

merit subiect accessdistinct from the book as a whole.
If considered in the environment of Library of Congress Subject Headings,
subject accessto parts of books-for which there is no suc_cessfulprecedent nor
derionstrated consensus on the need-represents a signihcant departure from
past theory and practice, and confuses cataloging and indexing'

Editor's note: Letters sent to the editor for publication in this column cannot be acknowledged, answered individually, or returned to the authors. Whenever space is
available"in an issue , selected letters will be published, with little or no editing, though
abridgment may be required. Letters intendid for publication should be typed doublesDaceo.
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KING SAUD UNIVERSITY
(Formerly UniversitY of RiYadhl
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
COLLEGE OF ARTS - DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE
The department has vacant faculty positions of Professor, Associate Professor and
Assistant Professor for Ph.D. holderc and/or holders of academic titles €arned at
accredited universities who would be employed on contract basis as of commencement
of the academic year 1985-86, which begins on July 27, 1985.
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Theseprofessional

you ger rhe most benefit lrom Baker& Taylor'sspeeralizedservices.
5o when you order lrom Baker& Tayloryou can be
assuredthat no*ring wilJ everget lost in tlle a"nsladon.
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cniio.*i " usnow$fi1(f R & TAYLOR
o GmcEcomFnv
for mOre infOrmattOn.

(815) 472-2444
5Ol S Gladiolus SLreer'Momence lL 60954
DGion'
(20i) 722'8000Midrctm
bsrem Dission, 50 Kirby Avenu€. $merville, NJ 08876
(702) 786 6700
180 Edison wa) Reno NV 89564
w*D*ion'
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UTLAS

efbctivesolutions
for tibraries
evervwhere

LOOKINGFORA
..LOOK.ALIKE''
LIBRARYSYSTEM?
THENUTLASIS NOTFORYOU!

I

UTLASis unique.Wedon'tlooklikeanyotherbibliographic
utility.
Over the past decade, we have developeOsystemsthat offer
distinctlyoriginallibraryautomationsolutions.
Whenyoujoin the UTLASnetwork,ownershipand controlof data
wl-eletl_eybelong- with you.This concept,so fundamental
:tay
to the UTLAS approach,providesmany benefits:
Permanentstorageof recordsin your database,just
the way you edit them.
Multipleusesof yourdata,bothfor localfunctionsand
those bettercarriedout on a centralizedsystem.
Direct, dynamic linkage to a powerful,full-scale
authoritysystem.

Why not find out for yourselfwhat UTLASlookslike?you can
contactus at eitherof these addresses:
UTLASInc.
80 Bloor Street West
SecondFloor
Toronto,OntarioMSS2V1

UTLAS Coro.
701WestchesterAvenue
Suite308W
WhitePlains,NY 10604

Tel.:416/923-0890
Telex:06524479

Tel.:914/9971495
Telex;646737

